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M.T ALMOST regular intervals, usually with the change of state administration there
is an agitation for a change in the setup of the Department of Wild Life and Fisheries—
a proposal to change the administrative head of this state agency from a single com-
missioner to a fish and game commission. By such a change theonsts dream of curing
all the ills which now confront our state's fish and game.

It is almost a certainty that in the books from which these proponents gained their
knowledge of our state and our nation's wildlife, they must have read that at one time
It was possible to find game on the spot we now know as Canal and Roval streets in New
Orleans, where the Washington-Youree hotel now stands in Shreveport, where the state
capitol building now stands m Baton Rouge, or the hearts of any other urban areas in
Louisiana. Where has this erstwhile wealth of game gone? Will' a fish and srame com
mission bring it back?

We have had progress—great progress in America, and as civilization advancedIrom the shores of New England westward to the Pacific Ocean the natural habitat for

"u*" ?^li°? ® ^^'"'^ dwindled. Cattlemen and their huge herds and ranches crowded out
the buffalo; farms, cotton fields, pastures for Louisiana's constantly increasing cattle
population have eliminated millions of acres of habitat, with adequate food and cover
for quail rabbits and doves. The feeling of great forests has driven our squirrels into
congested areas where they have fallen easy prey to predators of all kinds. The prairie
chicken and the passenger pigeon are now extinct in Louisiana. The wild turkey was
almost so, until a restocking program was begun to restore them to some semblance of
their former abundance.

Was it because a commissioner was the administrative head of our conservation
department, and later our department of wild life and fisheries instead of a fish andgame commission that our once great wealth of furred and feathered game had dwindled
in Louisiana? Or is it due to the progress of our state and nation—the conversion of
millions of acres to agriculture, the harvesting of our timber, the development of our
mineral resources, and the building up of our cities and towns?

This proposal for a fish and game commission is one that requires much thought
by every man and woman m this state. Our fisheries industry alone is a 7.5 million
dollar institution. Do we want to gamble on the future of what we have left to satisfv
the theoretical dreams of a few?

_
An editorial in the Shreveport Times of Sunday, March .30, puts it bluntly yet

"Strong pressure is being brought on
Governor-Designate Kennon to support a
Louisiana Wildlife Federation proposal
that the present structure of the state
wildlife and fisheries department be re-
placed by a statewide commission created
by constitutional amendment.

"During the primary campaign Judge
Kennon expressed himself as 'favorably
interested' in the idea, but there is no
available record that he ever pledged him-
self to make such a commission a 'must'
item on his administration program. We
believe that if the governor-designate and
his advisers will give full thought to this

matter they will abandon in toto whatever
ideas they now may have in its favor.

"Two types of boards have been pro-
posed: One would be made up of repre-
sentatives of different districts of the
state, to be selected from nominations by
district wildlife organizations. Another
would be named by the governor in ad-
vance of submission of the constitutional
amendment, with terms staggered in an
eff'ort to prevent any future governor
from appointing more than a minority of
the members.

"In our opinion either system would
politicalize the department and make it a
combination political plum orchard and
graveyard for deadheads in which every
friend of a friend of a board member

would feed at the public tax trough via
the department pay roll.

"Such a condition might undermine all
efforts at genuine conservation of wildlife
and fisheries. It would open the way for
destruction of hunting and fishing for
pleasure and to wreck the important Loui-
siana industries of trapping and commer-
cial fishing through which so many people
earn their living.

"Under either proposal the commission
would include someone representing com-
mercial fishing, someone also representing
fur trapping, someone else representing
hunting and so on.

"The result simply would be that on an
eight-man commission the representative
of each phase of wildlife and fisheries
would be outnumbered by seven to one.

"Each member would consider his inter-
ests paramount. In the end decisions
could come only by compromise—prob-
ably by swapping votes. You vote my
way and I'll vote yours. The result would
be administration of wildlife by private
deals tending to destroy rather than to
conserve.

"It is difficult enough to get one man
competent to handle the department un-
der its present setup without deliberately
making it necessary to get half a dozen
or more. This whole commission idea for

(Continud on Page 25)
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(Editor's note: This article was taken from
Farmers' Bulletin No. 2035, issued by the Soil

Conservation Service, U. S. Department of Agri-

culture.)

i—IVERY farm is a complex living com-

munity based on the soil. Working with

the soil, and dependent on it, are plants

and animals that convert plant nutrients,

moisture, and sunshine into food and fibre

for man. It is a successful community only

if all the living things in it are -working

for the benefit of the whole community.

If there are not enough grasses in the

community, the soil loses its ability to take

up and hold moisture. It may become
eroded and lose its power to produce corn

for hogs. If there are not enough earth-

worms, the same thing can happen. If

there are not enough squirrels, there will

be fewer acorns planted and in time there

will be fewer oaks. If there are not enough

cottontails—one of whose functions is to

feed foxes—foxes may look to the farmer's

poultry for food.

On the other hand, if there are too few
foxes to eat meadow mice, there may be

so many meadow mice that there will be
less alfalfa for dairy cows. If there are

not enough songbirds, there may be too

many destructive insects, resulting in a

shortage of grain for beef cattle.

But there must be useful insects to pol-

linate alfalfa, red clover, and sweetclover,

else these legumes will not produce seed.

Thus we see that a successful farm com-
munity must have an abundance of useful

wildlife and a low number of harmful
kinds. It must have what is called a favor-

able biologic balance.

A system of farming that supports a

family well without depleting basic re-

sources has a favorable biologic balance.

Conversely, farming that depletes the soil

and results in plagues of insects, weeds, and

crop diseases has an unfavorable biologic

balance.

You may be surprised at the wildlife

population li^ving on well-managed farms.

Wallace L. Anderson

Drawings by Felix Summers

Studies made on Ohio farms having soil

conservation plans in effect tell the story.

On a 100-acre farm with about one-third

of the fence rows in woody cover, 15 acres

in protected woods, 25 acres in good pas-

ture, and 60 acres in a 4-year rotation with

two years of meadow, the useful wildlife

population was estimated to be:

Several million beneficial insects, mostly

destroyers of other insects and some that

help to pollinate fruits and legumes. More
than 400 beneficial birds, of 40 kinds. More
than 1,000 beneficial small mammals, many
of which are effective insect destroyers.

Also present on well-managed farms in

various parts of the country are the adapted

game birds and animals—quail, pheasants,

grouse, rabbits, squirrels, and on some
farms, ducks and deer—to offer sport and
food for you and your friends.

Fur-bearing animals like mink, muskrats,

raccoons, skunks, and opossums provide

recreation and cash income for you ani

your family. These valuable animals occu

in greatest numbers on farms that use th

land wisely and provide places for ther

to live.

Colorful, energetic songbirds add muc
to the enjoyment of rural life through thei

music and their movements. Who doesn'

enjoy the songs of the mockingbird aU'

meadowlark—or the sight of robins busil

feeding their young?

Bumblebees, leaf-cutting bees, syrphi

flies, and other wild insects, formerly muc
more abundant than they are now, one

helped farmers to produce legume-see

yields four times as high as those obtains

today. Their numbers can be increase

through good management.

Large-mouth bass, bluegills, channel cal

fish, and sometimes trout supply fun an

food for farm families fortunate enoug

to have a farm pond. Many farm pond



produce from 150 to 250 pounds of fresh
fish per acre each year.

Wildlife Requirements

While no two kinds of wildlife have
exactly the same requirements for living,

all kinds need food, cover and water.

To be really useful, food must be plenti-

ful and close to cover that will furnish

protection from enemies and weather. And
it must be available in the seasons when
it is usually scarce.

On most farm land in the United States

there is enough food from late spring to

fall. Insects, wild fruits, weed seeds, waste
grain, nuts, or green plants are available.

The critical season is winter. There are no
inseets. Many wild fruits are gone. Snow
and ice may cover waste grain. Early
spring is often just as critical as winter.

In the South, planting perennial food-
producing plants close to good cover is the
best way to be sure you have enough wild-
life food throughout the year. In the
North, you can extend cover plantings close

to natural food sources or leave unhar-
sfested a part of the grain crop close to

?ood cover.

Most kinds of wildlife need several kinds
of cover. Cover must conceal nests and
yfoung, provide shade from the hot sun and
shelter from chilling rains. It must allow
sscape from enemies and it must protect
igainst snow, sleet, cold, and wind in

printer.

Good management of cover can be boiled

lown to three essentials—unburned, un-
jrazed, unmowed grass for nesting; dense
5r thorny shrubs for protection from pre-

dators and for nesting; and, in the North,
:lumps of evergreens for winter protection.

4.11 three kinds of cover should be close

;ogether and close to available food sup-
plies.

Wildlife obtains water from three

iources: surface water, food that contains
ots of water, and dew. In the East, up-
and wildlife can survive on succulent foods
md dew. Surface water is a necessity for

ill wildlife in the arid West, as it is every-

where for water-loving species like ducks,

nuskrats, and mink.

In the accompanying diagram, the fac-

ors that hold down wildlife populations
ire shown as hurdles over which the birds

latched in one spring must fly if they are
.0 survive to the next spring.

Only a few of these limiting factors can
)e controlled by man. The species factors

ire unchangeable, as is the weather. The
iffects of predators may be modified some-
vhat, but with uncertain results. Little can
)e done about diseases and parasites. Some
)f man's activities, such as time of plow-
ng, could be changed; others such as time
)f mowing meadows, cannot be altered very
nuch. Success in managing land to pro-

duce useful wildlife lies in improving the

amount, quality, and distribution of food,
cover, and water.

Managing Land To Meet Wildlife

Requirements

Land primarily suited for use as crop-
land, pasture, and woodland produces wild-
life as a secondary crop. In addition, there
is land on every farm that can and should
be used to produce useful wildlife as a
primary crop—it is wildlife land. Small
areas of wildlife land well distributed over
the farm, when coupled with proper use
and management of other land, make the
whole farm an efficient unit for the pro-

duction of all crops, including wildlife.

CROPLAND management practices help-

ful to useful wildlife include

:

1. Crop rotations that included grass-

legume meadow.

2. Liming and fertilizing.

3. Strip cropping.

4. Use of cover crops.

5. Stubble-mulch tillage.

G. Delaying mowing of watercourses and
headlands until after grain harvest.

7. Spring plowing.

8. Leaving Vs to V* acre of grain stand-

ing next to good cover.

9. Spreading manure near cover in win-
ter.

Practices harmful to wildlife include

burning, clean fall plowing, early mowing
of watercourses and headlands, and indis-

criminate use of insecticides and weed
killers.

PASTURE LAND management practices

helpful to useful wildlife:

1. Grazing within the carrying capacity of

the pasture.

2. Liming and fertilizing.

3. Reseeding or renovating.

Practices harmful to wildlife include
burning, grazing too heavily, and com-
plete clean mowing early in the season.

WOODLAND management practices

useful to wildlife include

:

1. Protection from fire and grazing.

2. Selective cutting in small woodlands.

3. Leaving two den trees per acre when
cutting timber.

4. Piling brush near the edge of the
woods.

5. Leaving fallen hollow logs.

6. Clear-cutting of small areas in large
woodlands.

Harmful practices are burning, graz-
ing, clear-cutting of large areas, and cut-
ting out all den trees.

WILDLIFE LAND consists of areas
usually small, that cannot be used eco-
nomically to produce other crops but that
are well adapted to the production of
useful wildlife. Eight kinds of wildlife

land are especially important. They are:
Drainage-ditch banks, fence rows and
hedges, marshes, "odd areas," ponds and
pond areas, shelterbelts and wind breaks,
streambanks, and field borders.

Money and Gas Don't Mix

Michael Cornelia works at a filling station
in Memphis, Tennessee. Recently a sports-
man drove into the station and asked him
to help get the money out of his gas tank.

Comella blinked with surprise, removed
the tank, drained it—and dumped out a pile

of coins that totaled up to $107.
The sportsman grinned happily. "My

mother," he explained, "likes to drop
change in the tank when she buys gas."

When a snowy owl kills a small bird it

tears it to pieces before eating it. It will,

however, swallow a mouse whole.

.5



Beagles, Take a Bow (Wow)!

Grandson Roy Wylie expertly checks up with Dinah on left. Hy-Rum is next to

Rowell, then Heavy Horn, so named because, Rowell says his voice "on the line" is just

like a heavy horn.

AS FETCHING as are beagle hounds, it's

unfair to display them in the field in

competition with an equally well-behaved

three-year-old boy.

By comparison the hounds took a beat-

ing, maybe because a well-disciplined

youngster of that age is more rave nowa-

days than a well-disciplined pooch.

To good-natured Roy Rowell it was

just another outing. And outing is the

word he uses when he goes afield. Because

the beagles and the boy are mere props

in his personal routine of keeping fit.

The youngster is Grandson Roy Wylie,

age three. The beagles are Heavy Horn,

Hy-Rum and Dinah.

The day that Rowell took out both the

dogs and the boy, the hounds did their act.

They took off when commanded; jumped
a rabbit and quit the trail when their

master blew the traditional come-here

horn.

Only passing note was made of that

because Young Roy, a child so handsome
that his Grandpa said "he should have been

a girl," kept the spotlight.

Rowell had explained that he was doing

a baby-sitting act for one of his two
daughters; that was why the child was at

his house. But the part the lad took in-

dicated he was more than a mere stranger

on Granddad's premises.

He helped rally the three hounds from
their backyard quarters into the pen in the

By JAY VESSELS

(Assistant Director, Departmental

Publications, Texas Game
and Fish)

trunk of the car. Once mobile. Young Roy
got in the front door, crawled over the

back seat of the car and sat docilely in the

rear and without tinkering with the doors

—both locked from the outside.

While his Grandpa drove along, happily

talking about beagles. Young Roy provided

a minimum of interuptions. On locations,

he held the leashes to two of the hounds
while the third streaked away for possible

scent. When the scout picked up a trial,

the two dogs tried to respond.

Rowell called to Young Roy to "hold

on." This he did although the hounds

strained mightily and dragged the young-

ster across a small ditch and through some
weeds.

After the show. Young Roy climbed

back into the rear car area, got into the

seat and obediently held his peace. His

dark eyes sparkled with childish enjoy-

ment at being able to carry on "like a

man," as his Grandpa put it. They shone

especially when Ro\yell handed him some
candy cubes carefully wrapped in tissue

paper.

Back home, the lad astutely aided rout-

ing the beagles from the car into their

corral and soberly took his pose with

Dinah for the home-scene photograph.

Rowell's adoration of his grandson was

obvious. His attitude toward his favorite

beagles likewise was apparent. But the

latter called for more treatment.

The modest Houston, Texas, conserva-

tionist does not consider himself a pioneer

in plugging for the beagle hound. He goes

afield with beagles simply because he pre-

fers them.

Rowell has tried all kinds of dogs, dat-

ing back to the original "Old Bob," a cur

which was the family dog back in his child-

hood days in Arkansas.

"I get the maximum lift out of my
beagles," he said. "They are not hard tc

keep. I feed my three on what it would

take for one ordinary, hungry hunting dog

They do not create a disturbance on m>
premises. In fact, neighbors seem to like

them."

But the husky sportsman pointed out

that he did not expect to "reform" other;

who prefer different types of dogs. He

merely considers himself a good judge

because he has had all kinds of pooches.

Rowell said he needed an incentive tc

keep out in the open and that he believe;

the beagles provide a maximum aid.

"When I had bird dogs," he said en

route to a wildness spot, "I only got intt

the field with them for about a six week:

period. With the beagles, we get out abou

ten months of the year because rabbits ari

the favorite prey and they are availabli

almost the year around."

Rowell, who cannot be accused of try

ing to capitalize on his beagles becausi

he is not in the dog breeding business, saii

Hunting with beagles is certainly fut

For proof look at the grin on Roy Wylie
face. He's three years old.



Texas is "coming around" to the beagle
line.

He referred to the beagle organizations
in such large cities as Houston, San
Antonio and Dallas, and to the district

and statewide trials for the low-slung
hounds.

Rowell said the beagle movement is

strong in the East, particularly in such
states as Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York
and West Virginia.

"There are some 500 registered beagle
trials in Pennsylvania alone," he explained.

"Sometimes there are as many as 500
dogs in one trial."

"After all the beagles concern rabbit
hunting and rabbit hunting draws more
interest in the bulk of the states than any
other kind."

Rowell, who has retired as a big game
hunter and likewise shuns mourning dove
shooting, contended that a chase involving

beagles and rabbits provides top sport.

"Don't let anybody try to make fun of
this sport," he said. "I might have done
that years ago. But there's a definite

challenge as I have found out. For one
thing, Mr. Rabbit is not as stupid as some
may think."

Rowell turned for a glimpse at his

grandson in the back seat. Then he went
on:

"I have known rabbits, especially the

plain old swamp rabbit, to make the dogs
look foolish. They've even lost them now
and then. I'm just about certain I have
seen rabbits jump sideways as far as
they could to lose their pursuers. And
I'll be doggone if I don't believe that they
have the power to shut off their scent
glands."

Of course, in the field the beagles kick
up other game. They are tough on 'coons

and Rowell said "Heavy Horn" will chase
a bobcat until he drops.

But, with or without the show-stealing
grandson, Rowell seems to have fun with

Dinah hits a scent and she's ready to go.

his beagles. He pipes them back by blow-
ing his horn at the end of the chase and
reports consistent success in keeping
things under control.

"Only lost one beagle," he said. "Some-
body interrupted a dog I called 'Old Man'
while he was on the line (on the trail).

Got clean away with him. I tried to locate

the man. All I could ever find out was that
he tried to sell the dog for $10."

The loss of any dog is felt by any dog
man. Maybe Rowell felt it just a little

more, because he takes good care of his

three beagles.

Some time ago "Heavy Horn" wasn't
feeling so good. The dog doctor came out.

"Heavy's" tonsils needed taking out. He
was fixed up pronto and has never missed
a trial since, according to the proud
Rowell.

Rowell believes the beagles will be
around awhile with or without his plug-
ging. After all, these miniature hounds
have been doing very well since the days
of Henry the Eighth.

A top beagle authority reports that

the favorite lap-dog of Cleopatra 2,000

years ago was a beagle.

So, on with the chase.

Ow! Ow! Ow! Ow!

Smartest Animal

Winners in the 15" class In the Ark-La-Tex beagle trials. March 15th, the 1st.
Waggoner's Little Joe owned by Bobby Waggoner; 2nd. Dildine's Dave owned by C. R.
McCarty; 3rd. Dildine's Dusty owned by R. P. Dildine; 4th. Ringers Best owned by

V. F. Culbertson; Res. Culbertson's Smokey owned by V. F. Culbertson,

The four men were talking about relative

intelligence of animals as a whole. They
were in a Bangkok bar, sipping lime

squashes. The group consisted of George
Emerson, M-G-M animal trainer, David L.

Mobley, bird expert, Noel Rosefelt, Far
East collector, and Mahout Sawart, a
Siamese elephant boy. The quartet are col-

lecting a boatload of animals to be sent to

the U. S. According to the four experts,

here are the most intelligent animals, in

order of their listing: 1. The elephant.

2. The great ape family (gorilla, chim-
panzee, orangoutang and gibbon). 3. The
dog. 4. The horse.



LOUISIANA WILDLIFE

(Editor's Note^The following is

the text of an address delivered by Ar-
thur Van Pelt, dean of southern out-

door ivriters and columnists, at the

recent annual convention of the Loui-

siana Press Association.)

By Arthur Van Pelt

M.LY TEXT, "Louisiana's Wildlife," is a

broad subject, and a very important one,

though the subject is often misunderstood,

or, perhaps more properly, not fully under-

stood, even by many of those vi^ho, as hunt-

ers and fishermen, spend much time in the

very midst of it. Hovsfever, interest is fast

growing.

Wildlife means wealth to any state or

community possessing it. Its aesthetic value

is high. So is the pleasure, the friendships

and good fellowship gained in the outdoors

by those who go there to hunt, or fish or

just to observe. Wildlife, however, has a

value little appreciated by those who are

uninformed as to its actual standing as

BIG BUSINESS.

Pew persons realize just how big that

business is, and the fact that every city,

town, village and hamlet in the land, big

enough to have a shop or general store,

where any sports gear is sold, has a share

in it. To give you an example, approxi-

mately 250,000 Louisiana residents and

nan-resident visitors purchased licenses to

hunt within the state during the 1951-52

hunting seasons. The preceding year the

figure was 235,072. Additionally, some 75

or 80 thousand purchased licenses to fish.

And remember, only those fishing with rod

and reel need to buy those fishing licenses.

Pole-and-liners and, as a reward for grow-

ing up, all over 60 years of age, hunt and

fish for free.

Proportionately it is the same in most

of the states of the union, with hunting

and fishing pressures gi'owing greater every

year.

I don't have the actual figures as to how
much, in the aggregate, is expended by

Louisianans in pursuit of their sport but

over the entire nation these figures have

been collected. The total is nearly NINE
BILLION DOLLARS a year.

And if that doesn't constitute BIG BUSI-
NESS, I'd like to know what does. That

great amount of money, of course, includes

all expenses; equipment, guns, fishing gear,

ammunition, boats, transportation, travel

expense—all of the many items that seem

necessary to modern day sportsmen.

It used to be different. In older days we'd

take our pirogue and paddle, gun, some

Louis Kosmokosky (left), of Houston, Texas, and Arthur Hebert( of Grand Isle, with

their catch of speckled trout tal<en while they were surf fishing one morning recently.

shells or a pole, line, hooks and some bait;

do our own transporting and make our

hunt or catch our fish. Many of you know
how we used to do. The cost was trifling

but the results were most satisfactory. To-

day the money hunters and fishermen spend

each year would buy outright all of the

other more highly publicized sports, such

as baseball, football, racing, basketball and

most of the others, lock, stock and barrel,

and have plenty left over.

And licenses! Did you ever stop to think

that hunters and fishermen are the only

sport followers of any kind that I know
of, who have to buy their own equipment,

do the work and pay license fees in ord«

to carry on.

And taxes! Possibly you've heard th

term. Well there is a 10 per cent Feder

excise tax that we pay on every article

fishing and hunting gear that we purchas

But there's another angle to this tax matti

on sports gear. For by the grace of a coi

pie of Congressional acts, the Pittma)

Robertson and the Dingell Bills, that ts

money is now returned to the states whei

it originated. The various states then ao

25 percent to what they receive and tl

whole fund is plowed back into the lai

from which it came for a very definite pu

8



pose; that of rebuilding the game and fish

populations.

That, my friends, is what I call bene-

ficent taxation. In other words, the sports-

men of the country are willingly paying
taxes that they know will come back and
help maintain their sport for the future.

Now as to Louisiana's wildlife wealth.

And never doubt that this good old state

is fairly wildlife wealthy. I have tried to

get for you some actual facts and figures

on the present day populations of the vari-

ous game species. We don't have to worry
about our fish populations.

First of all, our deer. Deer have learned

to be suspicious of anything that wears
clothes. That's why so many of them are

still alive. Always timid in the extreme,
they have, in the main, retreated to the

swamplands, the thickets and the marshes
for safety. According to the latest census,

Louisiana at present has a deer population

of about 57,000, nearly one-third of them
living in the tall grass country of the

coastal marshes.

Our deer are increasing slowly, and as

the result of restocking, being carried on
by the Department of Wildlife and Fish-

eries, are now living and prospering in a

number of parishes that have not seen one
alive and wild, in many years.

For many years our wild turkeys lost

ground steadily and were surely on their

way out. Now, it seems, the tide has

1 Game Wardens Horace Buckley and G. M. Collins, of Ouachita Parish,
assisting in the rescue of bream, white perch and bass from the Bayou Desiard
overflow and used in the department of Wild Life and Fisheries' restocking

program.

turned. In 1949 just 1,507 wild turkeys
were known to exist in all of Louisiana.
During the past three years, however, about
2,500 fine, healthy wild stock have been
obtained and released in protected areas
and these have prospered. In spite of all

predators who have taken some, and law-
defying hunters who have accounted for
a good many at present, the population is

believed to be between 2,700 and 3,000.

Quail, probably America's favorite game
bird, as every hunter knows, has seen
tough times during the past seven or eight
years. Quail are a half-way domestic fowl.

They follow civilization; like to live around
the small farms and formerly were found
in the cane and cotton fields. During the
past ten years or so between 600,000 and
a million acres of Louisiana's small farm
lands have been abandoned and that much
of what formerly was excellent quail habi-

tat has been lost. Farms and plantations

where formerly ditch-banks and turn rows
furnished shelter and food, have, under
new plans of farming, been burned clean.

Poisons, broadcast by planes or other

means, have destroyed the insects that once
furnished food for the birds. According to

my studies, those poisoned insects have
been the death of many a quail.

Then, hunting pressure has doubled

—

tripled in recent years. But where living

conditions and food supply are sufficient,

quail have done well. New stock has been
added through the medium of the restock-

ing program of our Department of Wild-

life and Fisheries and the aid of funds de-

rived from license money, under the Pitt-

man-Robinson act, and today the quail

population is believed to be in the neigh-

borhood of about 750,000 even after a

pretty heavy shooting season this last year.

Furthermore good habitat for quail can

be, and is being, restored by the planting

of cover crops and food bearing plants.

Such a campaign is under way now.

Rabbits and squirrels, both subject to

cycles of abundance and scarcity, seem to

have passed the bottom of such a cycle dur-

ing the past couple of years, and to be on

the increase. As to their numbers, folks,

did you ever try to count rabbits and squir-

rels on their native heath? Try it some

time.

Our dove situation is not good. Their

numbers have diminished in all the terri-

tory east of the Mississippi for several

years. Woodcock are on the increase.

Now to a subject that's near my heart.

Our waterfowl—our winter visitors; and

their living quarters.

For more years than anyone knows,

the Louisiana marshes were the winter re-

sort for perhaps a third of the wild ducks

and geese produced in our Northern states

and on the Canadian prairies. Our vast

marshland belt facing the Gulf was largely

fresh water marsh. In those marshes grew

(Continued on Page 23)
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Found Any

Fishing

WORMS
Lately?

1 n the springtime our fancies lightly turn

to thoughts of fishing and when fishing

fever breaks out in earnest, the common

earthworm becomes newly important to

many anglers. It is not our purpose here

to either praise or bury the earthworm

on its relative merits of attracting, aiding

and abetting in the capture of fish, nor to

enter into the controversial issue of live

bait versus artificial lures. Rather, it is

By C. H. Shaffer

our object here to examine the earth-

worm objectively in an effort to clarify

the role of this simple organism in the

scheme of the world's program and show

how it directly or indirectly affects all our

lives.

Pishing worms are known to us by a

variety of nomenclature. They might be

Jerry Goux, Jack Hubbard and Dedy Hickman with the limit of bar fish caught

in Catahoula Lake,

called any of the following names: angle

worms, night crawlers, earthworms, fist

worms, rain worms or dew worms,

golfer who misses an important putt

the 18th green because his ball wa
deflected by the "castings" of an earth

worm might conceivably introduce som

new names to the list. The same applie;

to the purist fishermen who see worr

fishermen snatching many of the stocke-

trout from streams on opening day. Th
biologist calls this long, flesh-colored, eart

dwelling animal Lumbricus terrestris.

Most of us are familiar with the earth

worm, but few have ever stopped t

realize what a remarkable organism i

really is. Imagine if you can, how im

possible it would be for us to live withou

legs, arms, eyes, ears, teeth, face or voice

The earthworm lacks all these features

yet is capable of reducing a mountai:

into a molehill. Nature has endowed thi

animal with many compensating chai

acteristics. Its long, reddish body i

divided into numerous segments, the coii

traction and expansion of which permit th'

organism to crawl or burrow into the soi

The underside of the earthworm is equif

ped with short bristles which also aid i

the process of motivation. Lacking eyeJ

ears and nose though they be, earthworm,

appear to be sensitive to certain externf

stimuli. They show reaction to brig?

lights, air currents and vibrations or di:

turbances in the ground. Their sensator

system is located in cells near the bod

surface; a moist, rather slimly cutic"

helps protect these essential sensory cell

Their digestive tract extends the entii

'

length of the body and is rather complet i

Every earthworm is both male and fema:

and is capable of laying eggs to produc

its own kind. However, it is incapable

self-fertilization.

No Epicure

Living in the soil, the earthworm has 1

depend on what is present for a sourc
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of livelihood. This species dines principally

on soil itself, leaves and grass or any
organic material. It is well equipped to

ingest and digest such rough fare with

a simple, suction-like mouth and a mus-
cular gizzard, aided by certain digestive

secretions. It is during the quest for food

in its earthy environment that the earth-

worm performs the miraculous deeds

which are so important to all of us.

The results of the labor of one solitary

earthworm might never be noticed but it

is through the cooperative efforts of large

numbers of the organism that literally tons

of soil are moved and mixed annually.

Charles Darwin estimated that as many
as 50,000 earthworms may live in an

acre of ground, and since each worm
personally ejects around a pound of cast-

ings annually, an estimated twenty to

thirty tons of soil can conceivably be

moved yearly on an acre of good soil.

Those of us who work with the soil

fully realize the importance of plowing,

discing and cultivating in the preparation

of soil for proper usage in the growing

of crops and foodstuffs. We recognize the

value of mixing the ingredients of the soil

in the obtainment of maximum fertility.

We seldom pause to realize that the earth-

worm is constantly at work for us mixing

organic materials with mineral soil and

casting their results upon the earth's sur-

face. Their numberless burrows aid ma-
terially in aerating and draining the soil.

In short, this seemingly insignificant

animal is a highly valuable agent in keep-

ing our soil in good physical and chemical

condition for plant growth.

"Garden hackle" fishermen and farm-

ers are not alone in recognizing the worth

of the earthworm. Certain birds and

animals find this organism to be an im-

portant item in their diets. Song birds,

particularly the robin, domestic poultry

and certain upland game birds, feed on

earthworms during seasons when they are

abundant. Moles, shrews and snakes like-

wise depend on these earth dwellers for a

portion of their food supply.

Several fallacious beliefs exist concern-

ing the habits of the earthworm and it is

surprising how widely they are accepted.

During the summer and early fall earth-

worms are extremely difficult to find, even

in locations where they were abundant
during the spring months. They cannot be

had for love nor money. Coincidentally,

fireflies appear in great numbers during the

summer and fall evenings. The absence of

the earthworms and the prevalence of

fireflies leads many people to believe that

one is the result of the other. They un-

hesitatingly insist that the once-prevalent

earthworms have turned into fireflies. Of
course, this phenomenon does not occur

but it is easily realized why many people

tend to arrive at such a conclusion. Actual-

ly, the disappearance of eagerly sought

earthworms throughout the fishing seasons

might be explained in a simple and prob-

able manner. The species require an
abundance of moisture, and it would
therefore, seem natural that during the

normally dry summer and autumn months
they become less active and burrow so

deep that they all but become unavailable

to man and fish.

Often during the springtime after a

heavy cloudburst, literally thousands of

angleworms can be found in fields and
even on sidewalks and streets. It did

not rain worms, as some might suspect,

but rather the water had filled the earth-

worm burrows and forced the animals to

the surface.

Due to the greatly increased interest

in fishing, and at the same time, the

scarcity of earthworms during the height

of the fishing season, many enterprising-

individuals are beginning to raise worms

(Continued on Page 24)

'''Ml

(Left to right) Timothy, Roger, Alvin and Tony Miller, sons of Joe Miller, chief

of the predator control unit of the department of Wild Life and Fisheries, on a fishing

excursion. Four-year-old Tim is holding the two fish he caught, and explaining the size

of the one which got away, but it is plain to see Roger, the one on the right is not

impressed.
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FISHERMAN'S LUCK

By Joel F. Webber

WiHEN Europe's sportsmen aren't em-
ployed in the ancient pastime of heaving
miscellaneous combustible and explosive

hardware at each other they can be pretty

decent fellows—much like ourselves. And
they, too, enjoy iishing, but under much
different circumstances. Whether lord or

commoners, they like to steal away from
the press of business, seek out the distant

streams and cast their flies while diplo-

mats whet knives and sharpen bayonets.

They have superstitions, as do many
Americans. However, the beliefs of the

European sportsman are much older than

those of his Yankee contemporary and for

good reason. For while the Indian was the

first real fisherman in this hemisphere, the

ancient Druids, Romans and the races of

the Mediterranean were fishing commer-
cially and for sport, and the latter aspect

was not neglected.

Americans (some of them, that is) fish

according to the phases of the moon,
whether it be light or dark. In Europe,
and I suppose some of the sun-beliefs, came
to us via that continent, they fish accord-

ing to the sun and the moon. In the first

belief, the luck is governed by the particu-

lar angle of the sun. And the fiery orb,

describing its prescribed arc, can find a

crop of devotes for every possible degree

of its travels across the heavens. Those,

who oppose any one of the preferred

angles, are considered as being a little

short in the mental department.

Factually, if the fish aren't hungry—and

who ever attempts to question fish as to

their preferences—they won't bite no mat-

ter at which phase of the moon, or the

12



angle of the sun. Since the moon is the

most important planet to fishermen for

many and very ancient reasons, the lack-

ing of a fish's appetite will not change to

a ravenous state, no, not even if the Lady
of the Night were to reverse herself and
show her obverse side which all astronomers

would gladly give their best eyes to see.

In England, speaking of the European
angler, hunting with small arms is almost

unknown except in the most rural areas.

Then, it is for "hares" as the rabbits are

known. The wealthier landowners do have

shooting boxes in the remote parts of the

British Isles. So, the little guy gets his

pleasure from fishing, since he is eliminated

from the hunting. Even here, he may run
into trouble, for often the best fishing is

found on the private estates. This is a

tough situation, for the Englishman has

been a sportsman, probably, from the time

the last of the Druids those charming peo-

ple who practiced human sacrifice, were
forced into oblivion.

Now, the average Englishman is bur-

dened with both taxes and superstitions.

He believes it extremely unfortunate to

sneeze to the left when beginning a trip.

And for somebody to inquire the number
of fishermen in the party is to invite mis-

fortune of catastrophic proportions. That
curious person will probably find ground
glass in his crumpet the next time he goes
calling.

Some Englishmen, emulating our coun-
try boys, fish with bent pin. Now, it would

seem unlikely that something as small and
insignificant as a common pin could have
a superstitious connotation. But it does!

More so, if the pin is found in a church,

for the Englishman believes that it brings

not only good luck but wards off the evil

eye."

If the average superstitious Britisher

starts out on a fishing trip and he meets
a cross-eyed person, he usually smiles sadly,

wraps up his tackle and returns home. A
cross-eyed person is said to bring the worst
kind of luck if he is encountered when go-

ing on any kind of a jaunt involving luck.

And, like many sportsmen, when he has

a good day, he often has a chance to sell

a couple of fish. But if the buyer had broad
thumbs, and provided the seller could see

those flat digits, there would be no sale.

Scottish fishermen say that it is un-

lucky to meet a clergyman while on the

way to your boat. This is particularly true

on a Sunday and you don't have a really

good excuse to give to the gentleman of

the cloth for not going to church. And
these canny Scots will never take a sky-

pilot aboard their boats, either. In fact,

they would rather face the excruciating-

agony of being forced to ask what the boys

in the back-room will have.

Next to having a preacher cross their

paths, the Scots are not alone in their

aversion, for pigs, hares and rabbits, for

many Europeans also have this belief. To
ward off the damage, the fisherman calls

out, "Cold Iron !" and then looks about for

Floyd Breaux, of Waterproof, La., with the 12-foot alligator he captured in Lake
Theriot. The big fellow tipped the scales at 750 pounds. His nephew is shown with

Mr, Breaux.—Photo courtesy Houma Courier.

a piece of the metal to touch. From this

old belief, we Americans probably derive
our own superstition of knocking-wood to

avoid the jinx.

If somebody calls after the European
fisherman when he leaves his house, he
might just as well stay at home. He knows
that he won't do any good with the fish.

And for another person to accidentally
trod upon the sportsman's shadow, it is

enough to cause him to give up fishing, for
the implication is that the clumsy oaf will

soon have this one's grave to stumble over.
Aren't you glad you have no superstitions?

Northern fishermen, particularly the
Scandinavians are supposedly without su-
perstitions. Where this idea originated, I

can't tell you but it is a common belief
among the Swedes that if a woman stands
astride his fishing rod, he'll have no luck.
This is unfortunate, indeed, for the Swede
cannot throw off the superstition like his
English friend upon whose shadow a foot
has fallen and is wont to remove the curse
of that indignity by making a cross on the
ground with the point of a knife and then
spitting upon it.

In Esthonia the fishermen believe that it

is lucky to pick a fight with your little

woman before starting out. (Who
couldn't?) And they often break dishes,

locked their wives in storage rooms, any-
thing to start a dilly of a quarrel. This
is very hard on wives and sometimes con-
tributes to the precipitous making of a
widow if carried to extremes. But the men-

t

folk seemingly ignored the hazard and
egged their patient help-mates into violent
and noisy family arguments all in the name
of sport.

They also believe their boats have strange
powers over fish and pay a curious homage
to their craft. A boat is never pulled stern
first out of the water. Nor do they leave it

and step ashore with their left feet.

Strangely, this latter belief is held also
by the Spaniards. Both of them believe
to point at a fishing boat is to commit a
cardinal sin against the fisherman's luck.

Travelling south and east from Europe
and to the northern part of Africa, the
Egyptian fishermen to this day wear genu-
ine or imitation emeral rings because of a
superstition 3,000 years old. The goddess
Isis was the patroness of the carp as well
as being the Goddess of the Moon. In those
days, the carp was believed to be endowed
with a fighting heart, capable of leaping
waterfalls, like salmon. We, today, keep
goldfish, a symbol of Isis, and a cousin to
the carp, in our homes. For luck?

We Americans may consider some of the
things we do are rather peculiar and dif-

ficult to understand. Perhaps, we're right,

for we have thousands of our own inter-

esting beliefs and practices. But it is in-

teresting to know how part of the rest of
the world believes and does things, too.

And it is extremely possible that we won't
have any real good superstitions for an-
other thousand years when the archaeolo-

( Continued on Page 24)
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CATAHOULA HOG DC
By Jac

o.NE OF AMERICA'S most unique

strains of dogs—the Catahoula hog dog

—

now is little more than a memory in the

minds of Louisiana's sportsmen and stock

breedei's, and is still as profound a mystery

in its rapidly nearing extinction as it was
regarding its origin.

Dr. J. W. Scott, a typically fine, old

"country doctor" who could have been the

original for Norman Rockwell's characteri-

zation of the genial doctor on the cover

of the Saturday Evening Post, is believed

to be one of the leading authorities in the

State relative to the Catahoula hog dog,

its use and its characteristics.

Dr. Scott, who now practices in the pine

region of Ponchatoula, vividly recalls his

initial practice in Winnfield and Winn
Parishes when they were a booming lumber
and stock area, about 35 years ago, and
the Catahoula hog dog was then heralding

itself into legendary proportions with its

exploits in driving and herding hogs in that

region.

"I will never forget my first meeting
with the Catahoula hog dog," Dr. Scott will

announce when you mention stock dogs.

"I was living at the edge of the town when
I saw a man on horseback, and two of
the dogs, driving and herding a pack of
wild hogs to a new location. There were
81 hogs in that herd.

"Those two dogs, one driving from the

front, and the other trailing behind, to

harass and recoup strays, along with the
rider executing simple commands, drove
those hogs in the easiest manner possible.

"The driving dog, or what you might
call the lead dog, would agitate the hogs
into following him, allowing them to nearly
overtake him and then drawing away.
Throughout the trek, they continued to

follow him.

"All the man on horseback would have
to do to alter the course of the herd was
to shift his position to either side of the
pack. The dog would always maintain the

herd between the rider and himself. I

was deeply impressed by the intelligence

of these dogs.

"Being a sjjortsman and stock owner I

began searching into their background. It

A typical Catahoula hog dog and her puppy.

Front view of a Catahoula hog

of thi:

seems that they were first used as hog-

dogs in Catahoula Parish. Prior to that

they were used as yard dogs.

"These dogs are very easily trained in

the stalking or herding of w'ild hogs. They

can be readied to hunt, or drive, by the

time they are a year old. They usually
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IS STRANGE BREED
novich

zing the heavy chest and neck

dog.

reach their peak at about two and one-half

to three years of age.

"As a hunter he is excellent in search-

ing out hogs. The wilder and fiercer the

hogs, the better the dog likes it. The hogs

have an instinctive dislike for these dogs

and stalk them. When the hogs give chase

they further their dislike for him by bark-
ing and biting at them—all the while, lead-

ing them to prearranged traps.

"The hunter, of course, guides the pack
by shifting his position from right to left

to lead them and the dogs to the trap. In

hunting the hogs for the purpose of shoot-

ing them, the hunters are placed in pre-

arranged spots, and the dogs will lead the
hogs past them.

"In addition to herding and driving
hogs, the Catahoula cur is very capable in

driving other stock—goats, cattle and
sheep. If the prospective young are in-

tended to drive stock other than hogs, the

(Continued on Page 25)

Another view of a Catahoula hog dog. This one had to be kept tied at all times when
she was not being worked rounding up hogs in the woods in the Morganza swamps area.
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THAT THERE'LL BE FISH TO FISH

^

^JLJ^

Increased attention to the fish rescue

problems of the State, under Wildlife and

Fisheries Commissioner Ernest S. Clem-

ents' expanded four-year program, yielded

ripe rewards for the game fishermen.

Figures furnished by Major James
Brown, director of the Fish and Game Di-

vision, show that six million fish have been

rescued by his department and placed in

waters accessible to sportsmen, as of

March 3, 1952. Of that figure, since May,

1948, a goodly portion were of "legal

size" when they were redistributed.

Aside from increasing the state's fish

resources by placing them in waters most
fished by sportsmen, the department's

work has saved these fish that would have

perished when the waters in which they

were stranded, would have dried up. Even
if these fish would have grown to their

full size, they would not have been easily

accessible to the sportsmen.

As a result of this rescue work, com-
bined with the addition of fish nurtured

under hatchery supervision, Louisiana is

again rapidly becoming the fishing para-

dise that it once was.

When Commissioner Clements took over

in 1948, the fish resources of this state

were suffering from nearly a decade of

depletion. Any action that would be taken

to rebuild them would have to be not only

adequate, but used as the foundation for

the future.

Armed with sufficient funds, and ap-

proval of the 1948 Legislature, the com-
missioner decided it would be necessary

to expand the fish rescue department under
Major Brown. In May, 1948, there was
but one fish rescue crew, and there were
but two thermal trucks suitable for the

By Jack Antunovich

safe transportation of rescued fish. Since

that time another complete crew has been

added and four additional thermal trucks

have been purchased.

And so, when an inventory quickly re-

vealed a condition that was both disheart-

ening and critical, began the commis-

sioner's plan to establish a buffer against

the too rapidly dwindling supply of our

fish resources, as well as the foundation

of a plan that was to procreate Louisiana's

supply for the future.

Drastic steps were needed if the State's

fish resources were to be recouped. How-
ever, though dealing with the future, the

commissioner's plan of action was based on

a sensible, practical and economic program

so that generations to come would be able

to enjoy the same thrills as are our expe-

riences today.

The work of the department is based on

a two-fold purpose. The first is to rescue

fish that would eventually perish in their

cut-off areas and, secondly, to further the

hatcheries program of providing game fish

for the sportsmen of the State in waters

most used by them.

Aside from the sportsmen of the State,

commercial fishermen directly benefit in

the rescue efforts of the department, if

they participate in the active work in-

volved.

As soon as swollen streams, borrow pits,

or other waters in which there are fish,

are discovered cut-off from their main flow,

a crew is immediately dispatched to the

location.

In addition to the regular crews em-
ployed by the departments, commercial

fishermen, when there is additional need,

are used in rescue activities. These men
are then put to work seining the fish. They
are then separated.

Game fish, mostly bass and perch, are

usually placed in waters that are known to

the department to be most used by sports-

men. Commercial fishermen, in lieu of pay
for, are compensated for their services by
being permitted to retain the commercial

fish that they have participated in seining.

However, unlike the U. S. Wildlife and
Fisheries Service, the department does not,

under any solicitation, restock the streams

or fishing areas operated by private clubs.

The game fish are then placed into con-

tainers. The containers, especially fitted

with outlets to connect them with pumps,

are then placed and connected in the ther-

mal trucks to be delivered to suitable loca-

tions.

Aside from selecting open areas most
traversed by sportsmen, the department

seeks to place them in safe bodies of water

from which they will not be "washed away"
into waters where they would be "spent,"

and not given the chance to procreate.

When these rescue projects are com-
bined with the output of the state hatch-

eries at Lacombe, Monroe and Alexandria,

it is easy to understand that a bulwark
against the inherited depletion, and the

foundation of a sound restocking program
have been instituted by Commissioner
Clements to insure future generations of

"something to fish."

"As scarce as frog's hair" is an old ex-

pression. But the Trichobatrachus Robustus
is one frog that has skin filaments closely

resembling hair.
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NATIVE FOOD AND COVER PLANTS FOR QUAIL

If we are to grow greater numbers of

quail to meet the demands of an ever in-

creasing hunting pressure, obviously we
must improve the carrying capacity of our
quail range. Reduced to simple language
this means we must promote the growth
of plants which furnish needed food and
shelter of our bobwhite crop. Each year
finds the natural habitat of quail more
constricted by a modern high speed agri-

culture; and the Bobwhite, the Nation's

top game bird, is forced to a meager
existence on agricultural gleanings and
exotic trash.

Quail research has taken a prominent
place in most federal and state wildlife

programs but to date little effort has been
expended toward a thorough study of the

native quail habitat. History is replete

with accounts of great numbers of quail

found in the early days, but this is taken
as a matter of fact with no particular

significance in game management circles.

Knowing the quail as a tenant essential-

ly of fields and prairie, it is expected that

such areas were in greater extent, and of

unusual carrying capacity, in former years
to support such astounding bird popu-
lations. We need only review the history

chronicled in the dairies and journals of

early travelers to find such expectations

fulfilled. It is apparent that from the time
of DeSoto, about 1541, to the great im-
migrant settlements of the Middle-west
in the 1800's, the greater part of this

country was prairie-like. The general pic-

ture was that of an expanse of grass in

which trees were isolated and a park-like

aspect prevailed with the Post Oak con-
spicuously the predominant tree. Many of

the higher ridges were bare of trees, and
only along rivers and water courses of the
valleys were there trees in number; but
these also were more like a park than
the forests we know today. Prairie fires

more than any other factor were observed

PLATE I

PARTRIDGE PEA
(Cassia)

By L. G. Brenner

to maintain the praries, and such fires

were set by the Indian during his annual
fall hunts. Immigrant settlers tended to

drive the Indian westward and such set-

tlement was attended with necessary
reduction of the rampant tree and brush
consuming prairie fires. It is from this

period to our present time that the forests
under protection from fire have steadily

encroached upon the prairie until this

habitat is all but unknown today, and
indeed has consumed much of the north-
ern and western prairie lands.

That the early prairies possessed a
phenominal carrying capacity is attested to
by the numerous accounts of a great
abundance of wildlife of every sort. To
be further impressed we need only read
Audubons account of the eight millions

of bushels of food necessary to feed the
one billion passenger pigeons of a single
flock daily, a quantity rivaling the annual
corn crop in Missouri. Such a bounteous
native harvest was possible if we remember
the great tonnage of animal excretia
dropped by the roaming herds of buffalo
and elk, and the ash of annual fall and
winter fires which, with a reduced rain-
fall, caused maximum fertility in the
upper soil level and readily available to
herbaceous plants. Trees standing isolated
with an abundance of light and air on all

sides produced maximum mast yields, and
as foresters indicate today periods of
reduced rainfall stimulate mast yields.

It has been unfortunate that the early
writers, for the most part unschooled in
plants, were able to leave only a general
picture of the land and made only scant
reference to specific plant material. How-
ever, it appears that along with the typical
prairie grasses there thrived representa-
tives of the pea, spurge, and daisy plant
groups. Analysis of remaining virgin
prairies today indicates that these same
plant groups, along with the grasses, are
Such a phenominal carrying capacity be-
most important in the prairie habitat,

comes more understandable if we remem-
ber that these groups of plants produce
seeds rich in proteins and carbohydrates;
and in the unlimited acreages of their
virgin distribution must have produced an
immeasurable store of foods.

Since the advent of white man in the
Middle-west there has been a progressive
despoilment of the prairie and its game
carrying capacity. Unadjusted to modern
agricultural techniques and modes of land-
use, and with the present constriction of
prairie areas, most of the former im-
portant game food plants can be found
only by diligent search of skilled field men.
(Man and His Unwitting Alteration of the

Wildlife Habitat Through Settlement and
Agriculture has Added More to the Ex-
tinction of Important Game Species Than
the Thoughtless Waste by Market Hunters
and Sportsmen.)

The problem of supplying an abundance
of quail to satisfy the ever increasing
numbers of sportsmen afield is proving
difficult despite the bird's great adapta-
bility and tenacity. Recently much critical

research on quail management problems
has been reported and in this field the
"crop analysis" has been heralded as an
outstanding technique calculated to indi-

cate the feeding habit and thus provide
the basis for food and cover restoration

projects. Recently such a crop analysis

survey was conducted in Missouri and on
the basis of 5,742 crops of quail the
author wrote; ". . . the results of analysis

of these crops will provide a key to man-
agement of the bobwhite's winter food
supply." But such an analysis with its

present interpretation, ranking plant
foods in order of importance based on per
cent of total volume of all foods taken,
will not show the true values of such
foods taken, because the problems of
relative availability of the plant species

has not been investigated.

From these crop analyses we are told

that exotic plants such as Korean Les-
pedeza, Corn, and Sorghum Cane rank the

list as top quail food plants, and immedi-
ately below these we find the common
exotic weeds asociated with such crops.

Native plants, especially those of the Pea
and Spurge plant families, are conspicu-

ously secondary. However, in studying the
list one is impressed with the comparative-
ly frequent number of times such native

foods are taken. Because it was felt that

the crop analysis will not show the true
food preferences of quail due to the
limited availability of native food plants,

a simple feeding test was conducted at

PLATE II

PRAIRIE MIMOSA

(Desmanthus)
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the Arboretum in March, 1951. In this

test the relative acceptability of several

native plants was studied by permitting

penned quail to eat their fill of all the

seeds tested. Seeds used were those of

the Partridge Pea (Cassia), Prairie

Mimosa (Desmanthus), Sensitive Briar

(Shrankia), and Wooly Croton (Croton).

Korean Lespedeza (Lespedeza) was also

fed since this is rated most important by

the crop analysis survey and is a common
agricultural exotic. After the birds had

eaten of the seeds for 48 hours the un-

eaten portions were measured. Similar

figures from the crop analysis survey

were also included and offer a significant

and striking comparison.

From these figures the inaccuracies of

the crop analysis in application to food

and cover restoration work are apparent.

Because of limited availability of highly

acceptable native food plants they appear

as unimportant items in the crop analysis.

The case of the Prairie Mimosa is out-

standing as a plant providing readily ac-

cepted food yet of such limited distribution

as to be an item unmentioned in the

crop analysis survey because it was re-

presented there by figures below the estab-

lished minimum of 0.1%. It is expected

that a similar test including a greater

number of the known food plants of quail

will give a true picture of the feeding

habit and food preferences.

The problem of suppling sufi'icient quan-

tities of really good food plants is indeed

difficult. Modern farming techniques to-

gether with increased acre evaluation of

farm lands make it impractical to set aside

large areas for game use on the farm.

Except under the most favorable condi-

tions the reconstruction and maintenance

of extended prairie areas seems highly

impractical in a region so rapidly turning

from prairie to forest. The task of secur-

ing sufficient seed supplies to plant suf-

ficiently large areas capable of the neces-

sary carrying capacity is indeed a large

one and bears many complex problems.

However, some native plants, discussed

below, have already proven easily handled

in planting the ditch areas. A few scattered

plants of one or more of these are found
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on nearly any farm, or along nearby road

edges and fence rows. These plants are

easily identified and the seeds when
gathered and sown into unused corners of

the farm soon provide an abundance of

excellent food and cover.

PARTRIDGE PEA (CASSIA)—One of

the more common quail food plants. It is

adaptable to a wide variety of soils and
situations making it easy to grow. The
Partridge Pea is usually found on the up-

lands and prairies but is known to grow
well in the rich lowlands. The plant with

its erect manner of growth produces an
abundance of seed and good cover and
promises a reliable source of food. The
Partridge Pea is an annual plant 12 to

30 inches in height, having a loose

branching habit, leaves similar to the

locust tree, and yellow flowers about %
inch across. Flowers are borne in August
and early September and ripen into a

narrow, flattened pod bearing squared
black seeds in early October.

PRAIRIE-MIMOSA (DESMANTHUS)
—An excellent food and cover plant but

of very limited distribution. It is a plant

of the rocky, open, upland woods and
prairies. The Prairie-Mimosa bears a very
finely divided locust-like foliage on stiff

stalks 1% to 3 feet high; flowers are

small clusters of greenish-white from
June to August ripening into a bur like

head of many small pods. Plants may live

for many years but growth the first season

is slow and it is not until the second or

third season that the plants reach full

development.

BEGGAR-TICK (DESMODIUM) — A
plant well known to all sportsmen who
brush quantities of the segmented seed

pods from their clothes each fall. The
plants vary somewhat in habit but all are

erect and best known by the tri-foliate

leaf, and spikes of lavendar pea-like

flowers. The Beggar-Tick is of general

distribution but seems to make its best

development on well drained upland soils

where it produces an abundance of good
food and provides excellent cover.

THE LESPEDEZAS (LESPEDEZA)—
The native Lespedezas are heavy and

dependable producers of seeds eagerlyi

sought by quail. Most common and use-'

ful in quail management are the Round-
head, Virginia, and Creeping Lespedezas.

'

The Roundhead Lespedeza, found in old

prairies, is easily recognized by its wand-,
like, upright habit and the round heads of

whitish flowers ripening into a bur-like

'

seed head. The Virginia Lespedeza, most'

common of all native Lespedezas, is an!

erect plant bearing slender spikes of

lavender flowers in August which ripen in

September and October into stiff wands
bearing terminal clusters of seeds. These
two erect native Lespedezas are of great!

value as food plants because the seeds are.

borne upon the plant until quite late and|

provide a good source of foods during the!

snow and ice months. The creeping Les-i

pedeza forms low mats of growth 6 to lOi

inches high and often solidly covers several]

square yards in area, its lavender flowers

are borne in August and are soon followed

by the fruits which provide an abundance
of food well into the winter. All native

Lespedezas are perennial and reach their

full growth in the second year. Heavy
pasturage is their greatest enemy.

WILD BEAN (STROPHOSTYLES)—
Unsuspected in twining into the brush

along ditches and fence-rows the Wild

Beans provide the characteristic barrel-

shaped beans much liked by quail. The
larger specie of ten sends out shoots up to

9 feet in length and bears pointed, egg-

shaped leaves which are often somewhat
lobed at the base. Typical pea flowers are

pinkish and ripen into a pod 2 to 4 inches

long and carrying 4 to 8 beans. The small-

er Wild Bean is most common to upland

fields where it sends out shoots seldom

more than 4 feet long with leaves narrow

and unlobed; flowers are buff to pinkish

and ripen into a short pod bearing 2 to 4

beans. Wild Beans are best planted into

other somewhat open brushy areas where

the twining stems can find ready sup-

port.

CROTON (CROTON) — The several

species of Croton have been entirelj

neglected though all are excellent quail

foods. All are erect, annual plants besi

(Continued on Page 26)
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THE SMALLMOUTH BASS

vJHAKE FINS with the smallmouth bass,

every inch, every ounce a fisherman's fish.

If ever the Good Lord slowly and delib-

erately put together a fish to raise the hair

of even the most seasoned anglers—the

smallmouth bass was it!

What enables the smallmouth bass to

hit with such jolting impact that it scares

the pants off you? A football coach would
call it "guts." ... A boxing trainer would
call it "the killer instinct." ... A baseball

scout would call it "sock."

Whatever it is, the smallmouth bass has

plenty of it and spares none of it when
he piles onto your plug. Two things, in

my opinion, account for this heavy strik-

ing power.

First, when a smallmouth bass hits your
lure, it means business; every ounce of

killing instinct is behind that savage strike.

And second, a smallmouth bass habitually

slams into your lure head-on, or slashes

from the side, giving unusual impact for

the size of the fish.

I learned early never to underestimate
the smallmouth bass. You might barge
[right up to a hole and catch a stupid fish

—

[but not a mature smallmouth bass. Give
lit the slightest notion that you're around
and that's all brother, you might as well

move on to the next hole.

Approach is the most important element
in catching those wise old mossbacks that

have heard, seen and sneered at countless

anglers trying to hook them on fiy, plug,

worm, minnow, crawfish—or what have
you.

Here's your cue to the importance of

approach. Walk noisily along the edge
of stream or lake and notice how far

lahead of you minnows and larger fish leave

the shallows, frogs and turtles disappear as

well. Then walk very softly. The min-
|nows, fish, frogs and turtles are closer be-

jfore being alarmed, but they still hear you
and take off.

> So, if you would catch a wily smallmouth
[bass remember to approach the hole as if

your quarry had the ears of an elephant
(and the eyes of an eagle. Then walk as if

By Homer Circle

James Heddon's Son, Inc.

you were on thin ice, absolutely no vibra-

tion to your steps.

If necessary, crawl—that's right, crawl

up to the hole. Keep down low so your
intended victim can't spot you against the

sky. Study the water and lay your lure

on the darkest, deepest spot. The next

few seconds will tell how good a "sneak-

er" you were.

If you're suddenly tied to a jet-pro-

pelled piscatorial bulldog—you're in! If

nothing happens, review your approach,

decide what you did wrong and try the

next hole. Show me a man who has mast-

ered the smallmouth and you've shown
me a fisherman.

CHARACTERISTICS—Until you have

caught a considerable number of small-

mouth bass, largemouth bass and spotted

bass, you'll find it difficult to tell them
apart. However, the main features of

smallmouth bass are: (1) the maxillary,

or jaw joint, ends just below the middle

of the eye; (2) the continuous dorsal fin;

and (3), the vertical bands or streaks

which mark the sides. Also, the general

appearance of the body is streamlined and
the head comparatively small.

The largemouth, by contrast, has: (1)

a maxillary which ends behind the eye;

(2) a divided dorsal fin; and (.3), a dark,

pronounced lateral line from gills to tail.

The body is usually heavy looking, and
the head large. The spotted bass is "in

between" the other two except for body
markings. It has jagged, diamond-shaped

markings above and below the pro-

nounced lateral line.

We could go into dorsal spiney ray and
cheek scale count and such, but the afore-

mentioned items, plus your catching a few
of each, is the best method—at least for

a starter.

OTHER NAMES—After tangling lines

and leaders -around roots, it has been

tagged with several unprintable names.

Here are the most common nicknames:

Bronzeback, Redeye, Green Bass, Black

Bass, Yellow Bass, Oswego Bass, Swago
Bass, Tiger Bass, Welshman, and in cer-

tain parts of the south, Trout.

RANGE—Today the smallmouth bass is

found in appreciable numbers in nearly

every state that has cooler lakes and

streams, and in most parts of Canada,

thanks to research and intelligent trans-

planting. Originally, its native range was
from southern Canada to northern

Georgia and Alabama, along the eastern

seaboard and west to Manitoba.

HABITAT—The biggest and best small-

mouth bass are found in deep, cool, swift-

flowing streams having plenty of cover,

like rocks, undercut banks, overhanging

cover and deep holes.

Early and late in the day, riffles and

gravel bars are excellent spots to pick up

those old patriarchs who sulk in unreach-

able spots during the heat of the day. In

lakes, smallmouth bass are where you find

them, and it takes effort to locate under-

water bars, springs, holes in cover, etc.

WORLD RECORD—The old, much dis-

puted record of 14 pounds was tossed out

because it come from Florida where

smallmouth bass "just ain't." Today's

official world record is 10% pounds, taken

by Owen F. Smith at Wheeler Dam, Ala-

bama, in October, 19.50.

FOODS—If it looks good, the small-

mouth bass will eat it! Although some

call it a "fussy feeder" this fish is known

to feed on worms, snails, crawfish, min-

nows, small fish, frogs, all kinds of in-

sects, small birds, snakes, hellgrammites,

larvae, field mice, baby muskrats—and

other smallmouth bass.

ARTIFICIAL LURES—Smallmouth bass

are taken by anglers fiy fishing for trout

with tiny flies, by muskellunge fishermen

trolling and casting for muskies, by cat-

fish devotees and by bobber-fishermen

after bluegills. It is generally conceded

that any active lure—properly offered

—

is attractive to a smallmouth bass. How-
ever, the most consistent producers are
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fast-wiggling plugs, wet and dry flies,

spoons, bucktails, and spinner-and-pork-

rind combinations.

METHODS AND TACKLE—While plug

casting accounts for the most smallmouth
bass, spinning plugs and flies chalk up a

lot of dandies each year. For bait casting,

the light action rods 5 to 6 feet long,

equipped with a light, fast reel and 10 to

15 pound line are ideal. A 3 or 4 foot

nylon leader is recommended at the end
of your line to prevent fraying and it

makes an almost invisible joint between
line and lure.

Any of the smaller, fast-wiggling plugs

should produce if you hit the right color

for the water and day. However, make
certain your lure is coming in on a straight

line, then you can guide it around snags.

A plug that runs to one side isn't worth
fooling with, and here's how to correct

these miscreants. The line-tie is like a

steering wheel, if the plug runs to the

left—bend the line tie to the right, just

enough to bring the plug back on center.

Make certain all your lures swim prop-
erly.

Spinning requires the same type rods,

reels and small lures you use for large-

mouth bass. However, the shorter rods
of 6 to 6 Vz foot lengths are recommended
because in casting they allow you to keep
your plug lower. This enables you to see

plug and target sooner, thus greatly in-

creasing accuracy and reducing snags.

Fly rods in the 8 to 9 foot range, in

bass action, weighing 4 to 5 ounces are
best. The clearer the water, the longer
and finer leader you will need. Streamers,
feathered minnows, .small spoons and
plugs, larger wet and dry flies and pork-
rind bucktail combinations are tops.

You'll adopt certain pets.

And don't be backward about forsaking
artificial lures if they aren't producing.
Many times a lively grasshopper or night-

crawler will woi'k like a magic key in

opening the jaws of "old bronzeback."
Incidentally, all nylon leader on your fly

reel is excellent for this type of live-bait

fishing. It slides through your guides like

squirting a watermelon seed.

BIOLOGICAL TIDBITS — Like other
members of the Sunfish family, the papa

smallmouth bass does all the hard work.
He fans a clean spot for the nest, usually

taking from one to two days for this job.

Then he herds one or more females into

the saucer-shaped love nest, fertilizes the

spawn, guards the eggs until they hatch,

chaperones the small fry until they can
forage for themselves—and then, it's

every fish for himself.

To show you how sensitive the old boy
is, should the temperature drop below the

sixties during the nest making, he will

lay oflF work until the thermometer climbs

back to the proper incubation tempera-
ture.

Here is the average rate growth in the

north: One year, 3% to- 4 inches; two
years, 5% to 6% inches; three years, 8

to 9 inches; four years, 10 to 11 inches;

five years, I2V2 to 13% inches; and a 10-

inch smallmouth bass averages about %
pound, while a 1-pounder is some 13
inches long.

REMEMBER THIS—AVhen you have
caught a smallmouth bass in the middle
of a stream, and are certain you have
fished out the hole, then wade through
that spot and feel around with your feet

to determine what kind of cover it was
hanging around. The next time you ap-
proach this hole, try it from all directions

before giving up. Once you have located

a number of such holes in a stream, your
fishing fortunes will brighten consider-

ably, and you'll be a stream-wise angler
able to fish new holes more intelligently.

Black Cat Turns White

James W. Wright had a jet black Persian

cat. Old Tab was always giving trouble

trying to get at the canary. One day, while

the cat was figuring out a new approach,
the bird cage fell, striking the floor with a

loud clatter and rolling around noisily. The
frightened cat ducked for cover.

Old Tab disappeared for over 24 hours.

When he finally show?d again, there was a
white ring around his neck. Wright says
that the ring has spread now until only the

cat's tail remains black. Some scare!

The food of the hamadryad of India, the
largest species of Cobra, consists entirely

of other snakes.

DRIVERS' TEN COMMANDMENTS
I. The good driver keepeth his car in safe condition.

II. He driveth only when sober, and never to great weariness.
III. His mind doth not wander, for safe driving keepeth a man busy.
IV. He keepeth always to the speed which giveth perfect control.
V. He passeth intersections and grade crossings with care.
VI. To children and pedestrians he giveth thought, for over them he hath the

power of life and death.

VII. He obeyeth the law of the land, knowing obedience may increase his years.
Vin. For the hazards of driving in the night, he maketh allowance.
IX. Though his soul be tried, the good driver remembereth that courtesy is the

first law of self-preservation.

X. When he goeth on foot, the good driver remembereth the Golden Rule.

OUTDOOR NOTES
by

Joe Austell Small

TiHE CALIFORNIA sea lion uses its owr
nose for bait. The animal floats beneath

the water with only the tip of its nose show-

ing. When a hnugry sea gull mistakes the

critter's nose for a fish and swoops down tc

catch it, Mr. Gull plunges straight into an

open jaw!

DEVIL'S TOWER LEGEND
Our first national monument (in north-

eastern Wyoming) looks like a great petri-

fied tree stump rising 1,200 feet above the

Belle Pourche River. The Sioux Indian'^

explanation of the Tower's origin is fai

more fascinating than the various theories

offered by disagreeing geologists. The mer
of science believe it was formed by an up-

welling of molten lava which cooled so rap-

idly that it shrank and cracked into the

form of fluted columns.

The Indian's explanation is in the form
of legend. They called the Tower "Matec
Tepee," meaning "Grizzly Bear's Lodge.'

One day, according to their story, seven In-

dian girls were chased by bears. The girls

ran toward their village. However, the bears

were closing in and the girls became des-

perate. As the bears were about to catch

them, the girls jumped on a small rock. As

if in answer to their prayers, the rock begar

to grow. It pushed the children ever highei

until they were out of reach of the bearsi

But it didn't stop growing even then. The
children were eventually pushed up into the

sky and are still there in the form of sever,

little stars—the Pleiades.

STINKEROO KILLER
When a dog gets "skunked," he's misera-

ble and so is everyone around him. Few
people are aware of the simplest and mos1

effective of all odor-squashers—give hin*

the vinegar works. Wash the contaminatec

part with bulk cider vinegar. If you use

bottled vinegar and it is too weak to neu-

tralize the odor after the first washing
rinse dog thoroughly and use it again.

Results are immediate, perfect and verj

comforting to the dog and everyone else

concerned.

By the same token, don't bury clothe;

that have received a direct hit by the-

"woods kitty." If the vinegar wash removes'

some of their color, next time you will hav(

an alternate : Which do you prefer, colo)

or odor?

IGUANA COOK AN EGG
I know, I know! It's corny, but I couldn'l

think of another title for this bit of faci

from the land down under.

A shortage of hen eggs never bothers

Australia's aborigines—so long as they havej

their iguanas. It's an old culinary custoir
]

among them. Just cook a large iguana (:
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species of lizard), open it up and out pops
nicely done eggs. Although minus shells,

they're very palatable.

GREAT FOR BEATING WIVES!

Aces and eights is known as a dead man's
hand, but the ACE ROD people didn't have
that in mind when they came out with their

brand-spanking-new line of ACE solid glass

fishing rods. The new line (baitcasting,

boat rods, spinning and fly) is aces full on
fishing—and handy things for whuppin' the

wife. Penrod's glass addition to their fa-

mous ACE Beryllium Copper line is the

"mink coat" of the glass rod family.

These new ACE rods have superb action,

stamina and staying power. The old "buggy
whip" action is no more. This new rod has

the ring of steel, the heart of steel, yet con-

tains no steel. Take this glass rod and
whack it against a brick wall, drop it over

a rock cliff, beat your wife with it every

Saturday night—heck, it's even good for

fishing! It's a dream in action, boys, take

my word for it! But, on second thought,

you don't have to take my word. Just write

The Penrod Company, Dept. JB, Gilberts-

ville, Penna., and see what I'm popping my

false teeth about. They'll send you all the

dope—free.

AFRICAN TAXATION

The jackal is called the "lion's provider."

When on the trail of his prey, the critter's

hideous calls disclose his whereabouts to

the lion. Bro. Lion follows in the jackal's

wake and drives him away from the carcass

when the kill is made. Old Leo then eats

his fill. If the jackal is lucky, he is able to

sneak back later and clean up the scraps.

Those of us who have filled out tax forms
lately know now how the jackal feels. . . .

SHEEP IN GOOSE'S CLOTHING?

Recently, there was a goose in North
Carolina that didn't know itself from
sheep on the ground . . .

Thomas Erhart, of Salisbury, said that a

blue goose landed at the rear of the flock

as he was moving his sheep across a road
and into a pasture. "For flve days Mr. Blue
stayed with the sheep," Erhart related.

"He'd come with them into the barnlot at

night, then go back to pasture of mornings
—always on foot. He never attempted to

fly other than when he'd make short trips

to a nearby pond.

"Finally, the goose left and was gone
three days. Then he came back and stayed

with my sheep for another two days. He
disappeared then and I haven't seen him
since."

SHORT SNORTS

The goat-sucker, or nightjar, is a bird

around which a number of legends have
been woven. The ancients believed it sucked
goats at night; afterwards, the goats dried

up and lost their sight.

The narwhal is called "sea unicorn" be-

cause of the long spiral and tapered tusk
that grows from its upper jaw. This is

sometimes as long as ten feet. Its purpose
has never been determined. Ironically, the
tusk is often fashioned into a harpoon used
in the hunting of these sea animals.

The physical conformation of a calf

moose makes it almost impossible for him to

eat off" the ground without kneeling down.

Rattlesnake's Eyes

Pupils in the eyes of rattlesnakes, and
other pit vipers which are mostly nocturnal
prowlers, are round at night. During day-
light hours they contract to vertical slits,

thus cutting out bright sunlight.

I

The shrimp law violator has less and less chance to get away as the stepped-up law enforcement possibilities of the Department of
wild Life and Fisheries go into action. Here is the illegal shrimper trying to get away, but finding a department enforcement plane coming
I

down on him as wardens overtake him in a speed boat.
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VIGILANT CARE
NEEDED TO SAVE
WILDLIFE ASSETS

r ERMANENT damage could be done to

the Nation's fish and wildlife resources by

the pressures which the national emergency

puts upon them unless unremitting vig-

ilance is exercised, Secretary of the In-

terior Oscar L. Chapman warned in re-

leasing the department's annual report for

fiscal year 1951.

"Today we face a recurring pressure to

make unwarranted cuts in our stocks of

fish and wildlife, to relax the standards

necessary for their protection, and to take

untried short cuts to management. Self-

interested groups occasionally use an

emergency situation like the present to ad-

vance projects for the exploitation of some
natural resource not actually associated

with critical need," declared the Secretary.

"As a consequence, the responsibilities

of such agencies as the Fish and Wildlife

Service are greatly increased during a

period of national emergency. Both the

organization and its program must be vig-

orously maintained if we are to get both

the maximum usefulness of these resources

and assurance that we do not needlessly

destroy resources that will be useful in the

future."

Director Albert M. Day of the Fish and
Wildlife Service pointed out in his agency's

report that this Nation's fishery resources

supply not only valuable food but also a

great number of by-products, all of value

in wartime. In 1950 the commercial fish-

ery catch of the United States and Alaska
amounted to 4.9 billion pounds, nearly half

of which went into the manufacture of

by-products.

Exploratory fishing investigations were
undertaken on both the Atlantic and Pacific

coasts and in the Gulf of Mexico to de-

velop new sources of commercial supplies

of food fishes. The vessel Oregon, operat-

ing in the Gulf of Mexico, discovered con-

centrations of large brown-grooved shrimp
in depths of from 30 to 50 fathoms off

the coasts of Alabama, Mississippi, and
Louisiana. In New England a four-month
survey of the commercial possibilities of

blue fin tuna fishing was started.

The vessel John N. Cobb based at Seat-

tle, Wash., completed a four-month survey
of albacore tuna in the fall of 1950. Ex-
tensive gear tests demonstrated that alba-

core could be taken in commercial quan-
tities with gill nets, a type of gear new
to that fishery. Two exploratory shellfish

cruises to southeastern Alaska located un-
fished shrimp populations in inland waters
adjacent to Sitka and Juneau.

In the central Pacific studies were con-

tinued to collect data on the range distri-

bution, life history and migrations of the

several species of tuna which are so val-

Arsine Adams, of Grand Isle, with two
huge specimens of crabs taken in Bayou

Rigaud.

uable to the fishing industry. Biologists,

acting as official observers for the Higk
Commissioner of the Trust Territories and
the Fish and Wildlife Service, accompa-
nied Japanese postwar tuna fishing expedi-

tions to tropical waters to record the bio-

logical, commercial, and technical phases

of the project.

Home economists of the Service con-

ducted 170 fish-cookery demonstrations for

homemakers, institutional managers, edu-

cational groups, and school lunch super-

visors. A project to promote the use of

fish in the national school lunch program
was carried out in eleven states.

A total of 60,204 fur seal skins was
taken on the Pribilof Islands in 1950. At
the public auction sales held in St. Louis in

October, 1950, and April, 1951, a total of

51,427 government-owned fur seal skins

was sold for the gross amount of

$5,046,311.

The production of game fish in the 99

federal hatcheries was continued at a high

level during fiscal year 1951. Funds pro-

vided by the Congress permitted con-

struction to begin on new hatcheries in

South and North Dakota, Georgia Massa-
chusetts, and Michigan. Funds were also

available to continue the enlargement and
improvement of 23 older hatcheries in 19

states.

The Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit

Program, in which the Service participates

with the Wildlife Management Institute,

land-grant colleges and state conservation

departments, was expanded by the estab-

lishment of the Arizona Unit, bringing

the total to 17 units. During the school

year of 1950 more than 300 wildlife stu-

dents were graduated from Unit schools;

and approximately 160 wildlife publica-

tions appeared under the authorship of

Unit personnel.

A new rat and mouse poison, known as

Warfarin, was one of the most spectacular

contributions to improved control method
during the past year. This chemical i

less hazardous to human beings and dc

mestic animals than most other commonl
used rodenticides and is their equal or su

perior in controlling animal pests.

The recorded catch of predatory animal

included 60,445 coyotes, 1,378 wolves, 13

343 bobcats and lynxes, 733 stock-killin

bears, and 229 mountain lions.

The acquisition of two important watei

fowl refuge areas was initiated durin

the year. In Florida the Central an

Southern Flood Control District is makin
100,000 acres of land in Water Conserva

tion Area No. 1 in Palm Beach Count
available to the service. This area, mad
up of ponds, sloughs, and marshes wit

interspersed hammocks, will be a valuabl

addition to the wintering areas for watei

fowl.

Under the California wildlife manage
ment program, 2,550 acres of land in th

San Joaquin Valley is being purchased. Lr

cated in Merced County, this tract wi

provide a feeding area for migrating watei

fowl and will aid in the reduction of cro

depredation on nearby agricultural land:

All or part of the area will be open t

public hunting when the size of the watei

fowl population warrants such action.

BONNE CARRE SET.^

FISHING CONTEST

1 HE Bonne Carre Rod and Gun Clul'

of Norco, is holding its annual largest bas

fishing contest. The contest, which bega

on March 2, will last for 24 weeks, wit

weekly prizes, and grand prizes for th

largest catches over the entire period.

Participation in the contest is limited t

members of the club. However, F. J. Brauc

chairman of the Fresh Water Fishing Set

tion, announces that sportsmen desirous o

joining the club may do so by writing an

member of the Board of Directors.

Prizes will be donated by Norco and Nei

Orleans businessmen.

First and second grand prizes will b

awarded for the largest bass caught on

fly rod, and first and second on a castin.

rod. Also a trophy for the largest i

caught on a fly rod and a trophy for larges

bass caught on a casting rod. Only artificu

bait may be used.

One season prize will be awarded fc

largest bass caught on "nigger pole." An
type of bait may be used.

Weekly prizes of about $5. value will b

given for largest bass caught with fly c

bait casting rod. The committee has vote

to give only one grand prize to any on

contestant.

A "take a boy fishing" outing will b

announced later.
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WAIT TILL YOU SEE THE WHITES OF THEIR BELLIES
By Homer Circle

—iVERY year thousands of big fish, some

if record size, are lost simply because the

ingler failed to observe the basic rules of

anding a flsh, according to Heddon's Re-

earch Department.

The first rule, of course, is to get a strike

m your lure, and that's strictly up to the

ish. After the fish has done its part, here

ire Heddon's basic pointers for the angler

vho would land that big one which usually

rets away. STRIKE BACK HARD . . .

When a fish hits your lure, hit back, but

lard! Between the flex of your rod and the

itretch in your line there is plenty of lost

notion.

During the retrieve, the rod tip should be

leld at an angle which will allow plenty of

sweep for setting the hook. Never allow

slack in your line, if you give a fish enough

slack, it will lose you.

Strike hard AGAIN . . . After you strike

lard once, quickly take up the slack in your

line and set the hooks again. The hooks

must be driven in past the barb to put the

Ddds in your favor.

Don't mind if someone calls these "strong

arm tactics." A faint strike never won a

^ood fish; besides, if the fish is too small,

jrou can put it back, unharmed, for a fish's

mouth is mighty tough.

PLAY IT OUT . . . Don't "horse" your

fish, play it carefully, giving it line, if nec-

Sssary. Play it away from the boat until

fo\i see the white of its belly and are cer-

tain the fish is exhausted.

If the fish has teeth like a northern pike

Dr muskellunge, use a gaff or large landing

let. Many fishermen gaff the fish and then

ase a club on the fish's head, this is espe-

;ially sensible on large fish. Remember, a

lively fish flopping around in your boat,

with a face full of hooks, is a first class

menace.

If it's a fish with no teeth, like a bass or

trout, grasp it by the lower jaw and lift it

into the boat. Maintain your grip on the

jawbone until you remove the hooks and

string the fish.

I
And finally, to keep your fish alive until

iyou finish fishing, don't run your stringer

ithrough their gills. This kills them quickly.

String them through the lower jaw, or

jboth jaws. Don't let them trail in the water
|when running with a motor, lift them inside.

And, if you'll pardon our saying so, a

Heddon "Keep 'Em Alive" stringer does a

(bang-up job of saving time usually lost in

ptringing fish. You simply place the snap
through the fish's jaw, then string the snap

instead of the fish. It does away with haul-

ing a mess of flopping fish into the boat each
time you want to string one.

' What mess of fish? Why, the ones you
paught observing the aforementioned rules.

j.
. . STRIKE BACK HARD . . . STRIKE

HARD AGAIN . . . PLAY IT OUT.

LOUISIANA WILDLIFE . . .

Continued from Page 9)

abundant food for all the visiting water-

fowl.

In late years our wintering ducks have
become diminished in numbers. The
marshes are changed. They look the same,

but they do not taste the same to the ducks
and the geese. They're no longer fresh

water marshes. The fresh water vegetation

is gone. Salt water, let in by a network of

canals, has set up circulations of water and
salt brine has taken the place of the sweet

water of old. The ducks come in, but they

don't remain. They move farther and far-

ther westward, going on to the Texas coast

and even to Mexico and Central America.

And still, in the late winter, when they

gather here preparatory to their northward
flight, their numbers seem legion. Owing
to their habit of ganging up in great rafts

in the open waters, taking a census of their

numbers has gotten down to a fine art by

expert observers. At the peak of their

abundance, in late winter, a figure of

1,200,000 has been arrived at for the ducks

and approximately 250,000 for geese.

It matters little, however, from the stand-

point of the hunter, how many ducks we
have here in the late winter and spring.

They are not here during the hunting sea-

sons. Possibly they come through, as they

used to, but until our marshes are re-

claimed—just as those of the Canadian

prairie provinces have been under the great

work being done by Ducks Unlimited with

money paid in by the sportsmen of the

United States and Canada—the ducks will

be largely transient visitors.

And there's something else that is di-

rectly affected by marsh conditions. That

is the state's immense and long famous
trapping industry— our muskrats and
minks, especially.

Louisiana is—not too slowly, but very
steadily, losing its fur bearers and its fur

industry which, in some few years past

reached the impressive total money value

of 15 million dollars, and ran from five

to six or seven million annually for several

years. Last season the catch dropped to a

total of a little more than two million musk-
rats. This year, though the figures are not

all in, it will reach a grand total of around
one and one-fourth million. At the present

time it looks as though our fur industry,

unless entirely rebuilt on the foundation of

the adaptable Nutria, is on its way out.

Why?—for the same reason that Louisi-

ana is not wintering the great numbers of

ducks and geese that she used to. Salt

water. Insufficiency of good old branch
water.

Can it be remedied? I believe that it

could be and if it is possible I believe that

you ladies and gentlemen of the press can

do more toward bringing it about than

can any other force or element that I

know of.

To make clear the damage done by salt

water I'll explain that the wildlife of the

marshes, wildfowl and muskrats princi-

pally, must have fresh water to drink. Then
the majority of their food is grown in fresh

water or not at all. Today it is "not at

all," to a dangerous extent. Then, in the

case of the muskrat, in periods of drouth

an influx of salt water kills all vegetation

which decays in the hot sun of summer
and poisons what water is standing. In turn

the muskrats are made ill, are weakened

A fine catch of white perch made in Chicot State Park by J. IVI. Ashmore and

a friend.
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and become subject to parasitical insects.

The young die. The fur is worthless. The
marsh literally dies, itself.

That's the story of much of our marsh-

lands of the present day. They just need

good clean fresh water, more than anything

else.

Getting it to them is something else—

a

problem for all of us. It's one of the many
problems that our Department of Wildlife

and Fisheries has been faced with; prob-

lems that are coming up daily for the solu-

tion by one or another of its many divi-

sions.

In my opinion that Department has done

a splendid job and has accomplished in-

finitely more to insure the future of our

natural wildlife resources and wealth during

the past three years, than has been accom-

plished by others during the past ten years.

Specifically I'd mention the far reaching

and badly needed game restocking program

on deer, wild turkeys, quail and other up-

land species—the complete rehabilitation of

state property including boats and all float-

ing equipment, docks, etc. The construction

of buildings and equipment, in the various

oyster bedding and experimental water bot-

toms; its campaigns of education and pub-

licity. Add to these its work for the elim-

ination of pollution of our waters; the

obtaining of lands and development of

game refuges, fish rescue and planting, and

a thousand other details in connection with

the work of an agency in which so many
activities are handled.

Yet, during past months, proposals have

been made to alter the form of operation

of this complex organization, which plan

if brought to reality would in our opinion,

to a great extent nullify the work, time,

expense and study that has been put into

the building of the department.

Brought down to actual cases, the main

complaint was centered around one item

—

that of game law violations and law en-

forcement. Nothing else.

I've checked some records in regard to

this enforcement matter myself, and I find

that during the past three years, the pres-

ent enforcement division of the depart-

ment has made more arrests of violators

of the game and fish laws than were made
in any period of the same length—three

years—since the first "Game Commission"
that Louisiana ever had was formed, in

1909. And by the way, I knew that first

commissioner, Mr. Frank M. Miller, and,

through my interest in wildlife, cooperated

with him just as I have done with every

commission—by whatever name—it's been

known since that day, yet in all that time

I have never had the slightest sign of an

off'icial connection with any one of them.

There has been a vastly increased num-
ber of game law violations during the past

few years. We all know that. There also,

let me submit, has been an increased num-
ber of violations of practically every law

on the statute books. Let not all of the

blame be placed solely at the door of the

have seen it and I appreciate the opportu-

nity you've given me to do that. If you

think that what I've told you is important,

you have taken unto yourselves a job, or

a number of them which, if carried out andi

accomplished, will have added wealth un-i

told to Louisiana and future pleasure and

additional profit, in cash or in kind, to hex

people.

An eight-foot, two-inch garfish, caught in

a gill net by Wilbur Burr, of Merryville, La.,

at the mouth of Trout Creek. The fish was
so old that all of his teeth were worn down

to the gums.

Department of Wildlife and Fisheries.

THEY are not violating those laws. The
HUNTERS and FISHERMEN themselves

are the violators.

Well, what to do about that? ANOTHER
PROBLEM? Let me suggest a means to-

ward the desired end. It can be made to

work, and again, folks of the press, you

can help.

Let enough money be appropriated to

form, and pay well, an adequate force of

game wardens or game agents so that each

member of that force can live wherever

he may be assigned to live or be stationed.

If possible move every agent to another

center than his old home town. Train him

;

try him out, during a probationary period.

At the end of this period, if he proves to be

a satisfactory officer put him under Civil

Service so that he can feel a sense of se-

curity.

Finally, by Legislative action, provide

for MANDATORY SENTENCES with

SPECIFIED PENALTIES for the various

serious infractions of the game and fish

laws. Let the world know what penalties

are sure to follow convictions for violations

of the laws. This is being done in many
states today and it has been uniformly

successful in lessening the number of vio-

lations.

There you have it, ladies and gentlemen

of the Press. I told you, to begin with,

that this matter of Louisiana's wildlife is

no small matter, or subject. I have tried

to give you an outline of it as I personally

EARTHWORMS . . .

(Continued from Page 11) i

either for sale or for their own personal!

benefit.

Raising Worms
!

It is a simple matter to collect quanti-

ties of these organisms during the lushi

periods of the springtime, and if properlyj

cared for, they will be available whenever'

needed, regardless of the season or wea-;

ther. A container such as an oil barrel,

wash tub 01-- tight wooden box can be

utilized. Good soil, rich in humus, should

be placed in the container and a layer of'

sod over the top is helpful in keeping the'

soil moist. It is highly important that a

water-tight lid of some variety be placed

over the container, for otherwise there

is a possibility that the worms will drown
after a hard rain.

i

Naturally the worms will react more'

favorably to captivity if they are fed—

'

worm raising experts usually recommend
sugar in some cheap form. All in all.

raising worms in a container is an in-

teresting hobby and will pay dividends.

It is apparent that the earthworm is a

vital link in nature's chain. It is a coopera-i

five, contributing member of the animal!

world. In point of fact, it was Darwin's

conclusion that "It may be doubted

whether there are many other animals

which have played so important a part ir

the history of the world as have these lowlj

organized creatures."

—

reprinted from

VIRGINIA WILDLIFE. i

FISHERMAN'S LUCK ...

(Continued from Page 13)
|

gists poking around in the rubble of wha
was some forgotten city. (Remember it ha
been a little more than two thousand year:

since Troy, Carthage and the fourishini,

world of the ancients, were thriving center

of power and industry) . And there, one o

the scientists will probably run across ai

interesting piece of tile depicting an Ameri
can fisherman spitting on his hook and bail

What a find that will be for the scientifi

world to come!

The Europeans will probably be sluggins

it out and scaring the daylights out of th'

fish, wondering why they can't catch an;

more trout. The sound of those stone-axe

will be hard to endure!

Vampire bats, when on the ground, an]

said to be able to run as fast as a rat.
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:atahoula cur . .

.

(Continued from Page 15)

lothers are placed in association with the

ype stocli that the young will later be
istructed in handling.

"The Catahoula cur is a remarkably in-

elligent stock dog. He can be trained to

andle any type of stocli—but, his first

3ve is stalking wild hogs. Yes sir, he is a

ronderful animal," summarized the kindly

octor in reminiscing of a unique strain of

og that is now practically extinct.

Dr. Scott says that although the dogs are

nown to have originated in the Cata-

oula Parish area, their exact origin can

ot be ascertained. Some say they were
urtured by the Catahoula Indians, of the

latahoula Parish region, and then passed

ito the hands of the white settlers. The
itter used them as yard dogs, watch dogs

nd for hunting wild hogs.

It has been established, the doctor says,

liat the Catahoula cur has been prominent
s a hog dog for a good many decades,

lis ability and intelligence, in seeking out

tock and herding them, as well as his use

1 leading wild hogs into the proximity

of sportsmen, made him soon useful in

handling other stock.

Catahoula hog dog, Dr. Scott ex-

is becoming extinct because the

in which he was the predominant
dog have deteriorated as concen-
regions of stock raising. This has

the breeding of the dog to be neg-
removing it from its thoroughbred

The
plains,

areas

stock

trated

caused

lected;

rating.

Dr. Scott avers that the genuine Cata-
houla hog dog is characteristically recog-

nized for its "glass" or whitish eye and
bobbed tail. The dogs, who are of the

short-haired variety, are built along the
lines of a bulldog, stocky of shoulders, but
of long sturdy legs.

They are leopard-spotted of blue and
black, or brown and black, on a white
background about the legs and neck.

The coat of the Argali, mountain sheep

of Armenia, is a mixture of wool and
hair. The wool retains the body heat and
the outer coating of hair throws off the

moisture from the dense undergrowth
through which the animal ranges.

EDITORIAL . . .

(Continued from Page 3)

such a department as wildlife and fisheries
is comparable to trying to handle 5 p. m.
traffic at Texas and Marshall with a
board of eight policemen—one for cars,
one for trucks, one for bicycles, one for
pedestrians, and so on.

"Louisiana's wildlife and fisheries pro-
vide a combination of sports and business.
On one side is hunting and fishing for
pleasure. On the other is commercial fish-
ing and fur-trapping, each a major Loui-
siana industry. A commission member
from the pine hills of North Louisiana
hardly could be competent to decide how
to protect Gulf Coast oyster beds.

"There is a vast difference between the
illogical wildlife commission plan and
Judge Kennon's very worthy proposal for
a state highway board established by con-
stitutional amendment and with staggered
terms to prevent gubernatorial control.

"Highways are a single, continuing and
unchanging problem dealing with tens of
millions of dollars of public tax money
during the four-year term of each admin-
istration. The highway department is not
engaged in proposing legislation or prose-
cuting law breakers. Its work is simply
planning, constructing and maintaining
roads. It deals with the people's money
but not with their personal actions. It is

a big spending agency—the second largest
of the state.

"Administration of wildlife and fish-

eries involves activities chiefly of people—of the citizenry rather than the citi-

zen's tax money. Its problems change
almost as often as the moon and range
from commercial operations to recreation,
from squirrels to mallards, from fishing

as a business to stocking bayous with in-

land perch. The department fundamen-
tally is a law enforcement agency, with
certain leeway as to establishment of
policies.

"Board or commission control over
highway development and spending is a
step toward efficient use of public funds.
Board or commission operation of wildlife
and fisheries is simply spreading bureauc-
racy in its most evil form.

"If the wildlife and fisheries depart-
ment needs strengthening, the need rests
in stiffer laws—which only the legislature
can provide no matter how many commis-
sions are established—and in stronger en-
forcement, which no number of commis-
sions could guarantee."

The two most poisonous snakes in the
world are said to be the tiger snake of
Australia and the island viper which is

found on a small island off the coast of
Brazil.

The largest frog is the Goliath frog of
West Africa. Its large thigh bones are
highly prized by the natives for use in

ceremonial rites.

Side view of the Catahoula hog dog showing sturdy body and short tail.
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TIDAL WAVE HITS

MOUTH OF RIVER

POLLUTION BILL

By Arthur Van Pelt

H:IEAVY winds, blowing almost constantly

during all of March, disrupted programs of

outdoor sports quite thoroughly for several

weeks. Then came dust storms and tor-

nadoes to add destruction of life and prop-

erty. It was a rough month, but not until

an unscheduled and amazing phenomenon
in the form of a five foot wall of water,

which rolled in out of the Gulf of Mexico

and forced its way into the mouth of South-

west Pass, did the climax come to Nature's

freakish activities.

Out of a fairly calm Gulf, shortly after

noon on Tuesday, March 18, came the freak

wave which, it is understood, was not of

great length. Centered exactly on the

mouth of the big pass, most westerly of the

many mouths of the Mississippi, it advanced
into the big river itself for a distance of

some four miles, where it gradually sub-

sided. But on entering the river its terrific

force was thrown against the protecting

revetment, made of giant blocks of granite,

and about 175 of them — some weighing
many tons each — were picked up by the

water's force, displaced from their founda-
tions and virtually washed away. Estimates

of the damage to the Jetties were placed at

something like $60,000.

Scientists tell us that waves such as this

one are caused only by a submarine earth-

quake, a volcano or some other seismic dis-

turbance. Undoubtedly something of the

kind happened, possibly far away. Move-
ments of such waves are almost unbeliev-

ably rapid. One, caused by an earthquake
in the Aleutian Islands, was timed and
checked on its progress across the Pacific.

The records show that it reached Hawaii
some 2,000 miles distant from its place of
origin in just five hours.

FOOD FOR QUAIL . . .

(Continued from Page 18)

known by the rounded shining seed closely

resembling the common Woodtick. The
Glandular Croton is distinct from the

other species by its elliptic, toothed
leaves bearing two small oil glands at the
base of each leaf. The Wooly Croton, or

Hogwort, is a larger plant in all respects
and conspicuously wooly in appearance.
The Prairie Tea, also a Croton, is a more
clender and branching plant with the
flowers and seeds borne conspicuously in

the angles of the branching stems. All

Crotons are plants of the uplands and
usually found on the prairie and in rocky,

open woods.

Because these, native food plants are
not available on the market, seed stocks

MERITS SUPPORT

Leonard (left) and Lionel Kleinpeter, twin

sons of L. L. Kleinpeter of Baton Rouge,

with the six-pound, 12-ounce bass, taken by

their father in the Morganza Spillway.

must be obtained by collecting the seeds

in the field. In practice it will be found

best to collect the unshattered pods while

still slightly unripened and these be per-

mitted to cure indoors since many of the

pods shatter on ripening and throw the

seeds considerable distances.

The Partridge Pea, Wild Bean and
Croton are best planted in early spring.

Since a somewhat weedy thin stand may be

more to the liking of quail a light disking

to open the soil for the seed will usually

suffice in preparation. A light dressing of

standard agricultural fertilizer will add
considerably to the productivity of the

planting. The use of a standard Soy Bean
bacterial inoculant at the time of seeding

will increase germination and produce

healthier plants of the Partridge Pea,

Wild Bean, and Beggar-Tick. Similar soil

preparation may be employed for the Les-

pedezas, Prairie-Mimosa, and the Beg-

gar-Tick, except that these are best planted

in fall or early spring not later than

March. These are hard-seeded and me-
chanical cracking of the seed coat through
scarification is essential for good germina-

tion. Use of a Lespedeza bacterial inocu-

lant at the time of planting is also recom-

mended to insure better growth after

germination. Seeds of the different kinds

of quail food plants may be planted singly

to form pure stands of the plants but best

results will be had in mixing the various

kinds of seeds. Such a mixture will prove

necessary in the case of the Wild Bean
which will succeed best when grown
among coarse stemmed plants on which
to twine. Best results will obtain with
relatively thin plantings of seed' to permit
maximum light and air to reach the plants

and make for high productivity; 8 to 10

pounds of seed per acre should be suffi-

cient to produce an abundant harvest on
reasonably fertile soils.

—Courtesy Missouri Quail Hunter

WiHAT is probably the soundest and mos
equitable bill ever written for the abate

ment and prevention of stream pollutioi

has been introduced in the House of Repre
sentatives by Congressman John W. Byrne
of Wisconsin. This bill is similar to severe

others which have been introduced in th

82nd Congress, but contains strengthen

ing features which make it more workabl

than any previous bill introduced.

The Byrnes Bill (H. R. 5475) provide

for the amortization for income tax pui

poses of expenses incurred by Industrie

for the elimination and treatment of waste

which must be disposed of in public water;

It would, in particular, aid small Industrie

and corporations which often are the mos
flagrant polluters because they cannot af

ford, on their narrow margin of profit, t

install adequate treatment facilities in spit!

of the fact that none of them glories in th

poor public relations which the unsavor

by-products of their activities bring. Man
of these industries would be quick to tak

advantage of any opportunity to recove

valuable chemicals and materials whic

now flow untreated into the streams i

they could afford to install proper trea1

ment works.

From the Congressional standpoint, th

stumbling block in considering similar bill

probably has been a commendable consic

eration of economy; but the decrease i

federal revenue as a result of the passag

of this bill would be insignificant and woul!

be more than compensated for by an ir

crease in tax revenue which would accru

from increased property values along pre;

ent ailing streams. Many communities tc

day are blighted by pollution that flow

past them from towns and industrial plant'

far upstream. Fisheries have been d«

stroyed and recreational areas ruined b

this blight on the American landscape. Ho-

much revenue in personal income taxes

lost annually because of epidemics an

sickness traceable directly to pollution

in the realm of conjecture, but it must fc

a substantial sum. The enactment of H. I

5474 would be a long step forward in mal

ing America a better place in which t

live.

The cuckoo, which places its eggs in th

nests of other and smaller birds, does th

through necessity. The largest of the ii

sectivorous birds, it requires a large qua:

tity of food, keeping it constantly on tl

search. If it sat on its eggs, it could n<

obtain this food; if it left its eggs, the

would become chilled.

The duck-billed platypus has a flattene

bill like a duck, a body covered with fu

webbed feet and broad tail. Its young ai

hatched from eggs. The eggs are of

leathery texture and are joined in pair
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Study Shows That Fertility of Soil Is

Prime Factor in the Future of Our Wildlife

By Everett F. Evans

B(OBWHITE quail and white-tailed deer

may not be personally interested in soil

fertility, but they like to eat. (Confidential-

ly, some folks write for the same reason.)

The need for food is the simplest link be-

tween wildlife and soil. Yet, the total rela-

tionship is not simple. In fact, it is so com-
plex that anyone who attempts to explain

it has better than average chance for a

headache. Standard equipment for writing

such an explanation includes an oversize

eraser, several volumes of research reports,

a dictionary, and a generous supply of

aspirin. After the task is finished, the

weary scribe needs a safe place to hide

until the experts recover from their first

violent reactions. Insurance to help de-

fray hospital expenses is an added precau-

tion. With these preparations out of the

way, here we go.

At this point a confession is in order.

Only a beginning has been made in study-

ing the effect of soil types and soil fertility

on the abundance and distribution of wild-

life. However, much is known about the

influence of soil on farm crops and live-

stock. Also, there is some convincing "cir-

cumstantial evidence" about Br'er Rabbit

and other wild critters which indicates a

few interesting trends.

There are a couple of soil principles

which won't cause an argument: (1) soil

fertility definitely affects crop yields; (2)

^oil fei'tility influences the food and feed

value of plants. Both of these principles

are important in wildlife management.

Two corn fields are planted with the

5ame seed, receive the same rainfall, and
jare cultivated in the same way; yet one

field produces twenty bushels more corn

^er acre than the other. Chances are the

difference is due mainly to the quality of

the soil. Crop production can be boosted

by soil-building crops and the application

af fertilizers to supply missing plant nu-

trients. However, there is a limit to the

extent to which soil fertility can be in-

creased, just as there is a natural limit to

the wildlife population on a tract of land.

The first influence of soil on wildlife is

the yield of plants which provide food and
•over. On many farms only the woi'n-out

and is available to native animals and
alants while the best land is used for in-

ensive cropping. As the natural habitat

shrinks in size, its fertility becomes more
mportant. Soil treatment for the specific

purpose of improving conditions for wild-

ife is practiced only on a small scale,

-reatures of the wild have a tough time

in competition with crops and livestock

which bring in cash.

This brings us to the second principle

—

the effect of soil fertility on the quality of
plants. If a soil has plenty of phosphorous,
calcium, potassium, and other minerals
the plants grown on the soil and the ani-

mals which eat the plants are well nour-
ished. Livestock respond to the application

of lime, phosphate and other fertilizers in

three ways: (1) They graze treated areas
first; (2) weight and growth gains are

greater on forages from fertilized fields;

and (3) better reproduction is apparent
when feeds are produced on treated soils.

Is it not logical that vdldlife is influenced

by soil fertility in much the same ways?

Take the case of bunny cottontail. More
than one hundred and seventy-five thousand
rabbits were weighed in one experiment.

The heavier rabbits came from counties

where grain yields were high ; rabbits from
less productive soil areas were smaller.

Four hundred and fifty cottontail rabbits

from all of the main soil regions were used
in one study of bone development in rela-

tion to soil fertility. Rabbits grown on good
soils had larger and stronger bones than
did rabbits from land of low fertility.

Similar results were obtained with rabbits

raised in captivity. One group was fed

lespedeza hay grown on poor soil which was
not fertilized. A comparable group of rab-

bits were fed lespedeza from the same poor

soil which had been fertilized. The rabbits

fed hay from treated soil had leg bones

eleven per cent heavier and forty per cent

stronger than the average of rabbits fed

hay from soil which had no treatment.

These results ai'e eye openers, but bone
weight and strength does not tell the whole
story. Bones may develop at the expense of

calcium and phosphorous supply in the

muscles and other body tissue. Animals may
have good bones in spite of deficiency of

minerals serious enough to hinder reproduc-

tion. The capacity of any wildlife species

to reproduce a surplus population is ex-

tremely important in its management.

Two other studies are applicable to this

discussion. The distribution of several thou-

sand raccoons taken in 114 counties showed
that the five most fertile soil types had the

highest raccoon populations for a given

unit of land, but the soil area which ranked
first in soil fertility did not have the high-

est raccoon population density. This could

have been the result of land used for in-

tensive farming. Weights of approximately

eight thousand raccoons showed that both

males and females were progressively small-

er in areas of poor soil; the less fertile the

soil the smaller the animals. Records of ap-

proximately fifty litters of fox squirrels re-

vealed that on fertile soils the average num-
of young per littei' was slightly greater
than on poor soils

So far we havt considered only soil fer-

tility. What about soil types? These are

important, too. because they are closely re-

lated to both plant and animal life Wildlife
follows the geneial pattern of soil and
vegetation. Definite plant and animal com-
:nunities are found togethei in coastal

marshes, prairies deciduous forests, and
coniferous forests.

Texas has about thiry-five soil types and
the greatest variety of plant and animal
species in the South Each kind of plant
grows in the soi) to which it is adapted,
and each kind of animal is associated with
the habitat whictj best meets its require-

ments for food, cover.

The game squirrels in Texas show an
interesting distribution in different soil

types. The Texat fox squirrel is found in

the central part of the state where scattered
stands of oaks and other hardwoods occur
in a mixed pattern of pastures and culti-

vated fields. Tht soils have been derived
mainly from limestone, Much of the upland
soil has a low level of fertility and low
water-holding capacity. Farther east the

pine woods fox squirrel occupies the pine-

hardwoods forests which make up the com-
mercial timber belt Soils in this area are

generally acid and not very fertile Abun-
dant rainfall helps to compensate for the

low water-holding capacity of the soil. The
gray squirrel has a very limited habitat

in the bottom land along the rivers and
larger streams in East Texas and Louisi-

ana. Here the fertile, moist soils produce a

dense growth of hardwoods, including such
nut-bearing trees as the walnut, hickory,

and pecan. Adjacent corn fields are another

good source of squirrel food

McCulloch Count.y, the geographical cen-

ter of Texas, is a good example of the

variation in soil types of the state. The
Great Plains, Edwards Plateau, and West
Cross Timbers meet in the northwestern
part of the county Mixed grasses are the

principal native vegetation, and the land

is used for range and the production of

small grains. The wildlife is as varied as

the soil types. White-tailed deer, bobwhite
quail, wild turkeys and jackrabbits are

at home here.

The relation cl soil to wildlife is closely

linked with the i elation of both to water.

This third link in the conservation chain

is, however, anothei subject.

—

Texas Game
ond Fish.

Dead Horse Kicks Maci

"Never say die until you're kicked by s

dead horse!" is an old Australian saying.

A farmer, near Bellingen, New South
Wales, felt a little strange about that say-

ing recently. He shot a horse, cut its throat

and was skinning the left leg- when it jerked

loose and whacked him on the chin. The
farmer had tc have six stitches taken.
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FISH HOGS YOU MAY KNOW ^ /7<K^ WiUitU

BOY, JUST OWE
MORE TRIP AND
ILL HAVE EN0U6H

_ FOR THREE
, winters/ THE "FREEZER FILLER"

His slogan
—"N'cicr put

a fish back. Eat liim

THE "RETURNING HERO"

The ntighbors can't say ht'f

not a "generous" guy! And

even if the fish are spoiled

thcN make good fertilizer!

THE "HATCHERy TRUCK

CHASER"

Not much of a fisherman,

but he hasn't lost

a truck this year.

THE "LIMIT OR BUST. BOYS"

After all, they bought a

license, didn't they? And,

by gosh, they're gonna' get

their money's u orth !

OOnT bive UP YET JOE' OWLY 3
TO aO fOa. THE LIMIT, 4NC> i'm jusr as^

TIREO A3 YOU ARE :'
''

THE "PHOTO ALBUM FANS"

Their big problem is what to do'

with the "big catch " after

the photographer leaves.

(Editor's Note: the guy on the

left doesn't even eat fish. They

give him a stummick ache!)

THE "LITTLE FISH SMUGGLER"

Hates to keep the undersized

trout, but they "eat

better"—and fishing was

slow anyway!
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